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Abstract
The Generation of Complex Reaches
Andrew James Zimnik

The study of motor cortex (dorsal premotor cortex and primary motor cortex) has been greatly
aided by the development of a conceptual paradigm that has emerged over the past decade. In
contrast to established frameworks, which view neural activity within motor cortex as a
representation of particular movement parameters, the ‘dynamical systems paradigm’ posits that
motor cortex is best understood via the low-dimensional neural processes that allow the
generation of motor commands. This framework largely evolved from, and has been most
successfully applied to, simple reaching tasks, where the sequential stages of movement
generation are largely separated in time – motor cortex absorbs an input that specifies the
identity of the upcoming reach, a second input initiates the movement, and strong, autonomous
dynamics generate time-varying motor commands. However, while the dynamical systems
paradigm has provided a useful scaffolding for interrogating motor cortex, our understanding of
the mechanisms that generate movement is still evolving, and many questions remain
unanswered.

Prior work has established that the neural processes within motor cortex that generate descending
commands are initiated by a large, condition-invariant input. But are movements made under
different behavioral contexts initiated via the same mechanisms? Lesion studies suggest that the
generation of so-called ‘self-initiated movements’ is uniquely dependent on the supplementary
motor area (SMA), a premotor region immediately upstream of motor cortex. In contrast, SMA
is thought to be less critical for generating externally-cued movements. To characterize the
degree to which SMA is able to impact movement initiation across behavioral contexts, we
trained two monkeys to make reaches that were either internally or externally cued. On a subset
of trials, we disrupted activity within SMA via microstimulation and asked how this perturbation
impacted the monkeys’ behavior. Surprisingly, we found that the effect of stimulation was
largely preserved across contexts; the behavioral effects of stimulation could be explained by a
simple model in which a context-invariant, time-varying kernel multiplicatively altered the odds
of movement initiation. These results suggest that SMA is able to impact movement initiation
across behavioral contexts.
The question of how sequences of discrete actions are generated has been investigated for over
one hundred years. It is commonly thought that once a given sequence (particularly a rapid
sequence) becomes well-learned, individual actions that were once produced separately become
‘merged’, such that multiple actions are generated as a single, holistic unit. But what does it
mean to generate multiple actions as a single unit? The dynamical systems paradigm offers the
ability to translate this notion into specific predictions about the timing and structure of neural
activity within motor cortex during sequence production. Importantly, it also offers predictions
for the alternative hypothesis – that motor cortex generates the component actions of a sequence
independently. To determine whether the production of rapid sequences requires motor cortex to

merge multiple actions into a single ‘movement’, we trained monkeys to make sequences of two
reaches. Surprisingly, we found that the same set of neural events are used to produce rapid
sequences and isolated reaches. Rather than merging individual actions into a single unit, motor
cortex generated rapid sequences by overlapping the neural activity related to reach preparation
and execution. These results demonstrate that the performance of extremely fast, well-learned
movement sequences does not require motor cortex to implement a sequence-specific strategy;
the same neural motif that produces a simple reach can also generate movement sequences.
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Preface
A nervous system is only necessary for multicellular creatures that can orchestrate and
express active movement…Brains are an evolutionary prerequisite for guided movement.
-Rodolpho R. Llinas
I of the Vortex (2001)

‘How do we move?’ is a fundamental question in neuroscience, yet the scope of the answer alone
is daunting. Movement is among the most critical neural functions, and nearly every brain region
likely contributes. Fortunately, like most questions involving complicated systems, this question
can be addressed incrementally. Rather than ask, ‘how do we move?’ one can ask, ‘how does
motor cortex generate movement?’. We can further simplify this question by asking how motor
cortex generates a simple movement, a reach. If we are first able to develop an understanding of
how motor cortex generates outgoing motor commands in this simplified context, we can better
address how motor cortex produces more complicated actions, and how upstream regions
interact with motor cortex.
Since 1870, when Hitzig and Fritsch first electrically stimulated the cortices of dogs, we have
recognized that motor cortex vitally contributes to movement generation. In the last 150 years,
however, the motor control field has produced surprisingly few viable explanations of how
movements are generated. Historically, the most popular models have suggested that individual
motor cortex neurons encode specific movement parameters (e.g., direction, endpoint, velocity,
force), and these high-level commands are converted to low-level motor commands downstream.
These models, however, fail to explain neural activity. Recently, an alternative paradigm has
emerged. Rather than modeling the activity of motor cortex as a collective representation of
movement parameters, motor cortex can be modeled as a recurrent network that generates low1

level motor commands. While this paradigm has been particularly successful at explaining the
activity of motor cortex during simple reaches, there exist many open questions involving the
generation of more complex actions. In this dissertation, I present my work which address two of
these open questions.
In Chapter One, I briefly summarize the previous work upon which my present research is built.
Under our present model of motor cortex, simple reaches are subserved by three distinct
processes: preparation, which provides a necessary seed for the upcoming reach, initiation,
which triggers the onset of movement-producing activity, and execution, which generates the
descending motor commands. I will review the evidence for these three processes occurring in
motor cortex as well as their mechanistic roles in generating reaches.
In Chapter Two, I investigate the role of the Supplementary Motor Area (SMA), a motor region
immediately upstream of motor cortex, in producing the movement-initiating trigger signal.
Previous work has suggested that the SMA plays a vital role in generating movements made in
the absence of a strong external cue, i.e., self-initiated movements. In this study, I investigated
this possibility by transiently disrupting the activity in SMA while a monkey performed reaches
under a range of contexts that varied in the degree to which movement was internally or
externally cued. Surprisingly, the behavioral effects of SMA stimulation were not limited to selfinitiated movements; stimulation had a stereotyped effect on the probability of initiating a
movement in all behavioral contexts, indicating that SMA has the capacity to influence the
trigger signal in both externally and internally cued movements.
In Chapter Three, I return to motor cortex to address the question of how motor sequences are
generated. Are rapid, highly practiced reach sequences generated as single ‘units’, or are the
2

component actions generated individually? Both strategies are viable, given our current
understanding of motor cortex. Importantly, however, we are able to make mutually exclusive
predictions about the timing and structure of neural activity under each strategy. Surprisingly,
even though rapid sequences appeared to be generated holistically at the level of muscle activity,
we found incredibly clear evidence that the individual reaches of a sequence are generated
independently at the level of motor cortex.
Finally, in Chapter Four, I look ahead and discuss how our present model of motor cortex can be
expanded beyond reaches and how we can begin to develop models of how upstream regions
interact with motor cortex.

3

Chapter 1 Introduction
…there is no need to ask the question, “Is the model true?”.
If ‘truth’ is to be the ‘whole truth’, the answer must be, “No”.
The only question of interest is, “Is the model illuminating and useful?”.
-G.E.P. Box
“Robustness in the Strategy of Scientific Model Building” (1979)

Representational vs. dynamical
Broadly speaking, models of motor cortex are couched in one of two paradigms: a
representational framework or a dynamical systems framework. Representational frameworks are
primarily concerned with the ‘what’ of motor cortex – what type of movement information is
encoded by neurons in motor cortex? In contrast, the dynamical systems framework is chiefly
concerned with ‘how’ – how does motor cortex produce the complex, time-varying motor
commands that drive movement? Contrasts between representational and dynamical views of
motor cortex have been reviewed more extensively elsewhere (Shenoy et al., 2013; Vyas et al.,
2020a).
Under a representational framework, the firing rate of a particular neuron is a function of some
movement parameter or combination of parameters (e.g., direction, force, velocity):
𝑟! (𝑡) = 𝑓! (𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚" (𝑡), 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚# (𝑡), … )

1.

where r is the scalar firing rate of neuron n at time t, and f is a function that that can vary
between neurons. For much of its sixty-year history, the field of neurophysiological motor
control has been dominated by studies couched in a representational framework (Morasso, 1981;
Hogan, 1988; Kalaska and Crammond, 1992; Soechting and Flanders, 1992), with fierce debate
over which movement parameters are truly reflected in motor cortex (Georgopoulos and Ashe,
2000; Moran and Schwartz, 2000; Scott, 2000; Todorov, 2000b, a; Sergio and Kalaska, 2003;
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Sergio et al., 2005b). The lack of a consensus opinion is likely due to one of two possibilities;
either the appropriate combination of movement parameters (and mapping between movement
parameters and neural activity) simply has not yet been found, or the framework itself is a poor
representation of motor cortex. It should be noted however, that even if the first possibility were
true and the large majority of motor cortical activity could be explained as a reflection of some
aspect of movement, the representational framework still does not provide an explanation for
how this activity is generated.
The dynamical systems framework, however, is fundamentally concerned with how activity in
motor cortex evolves. Here, descending motor commands are a function of population activity
within motor cortex, which evolves according to:
$𝒓
$&

(𝑡) = 𝑓(𝒓(𝑡), 𝒖(𝑡))

2.

$𝒓

where r is a N-dimensional vector of firing rates, $& is the temporal derivative of r , u is a Udimensional vector of inputs to motor cortex, and f is a function that reflects both the synaptic
connections within motor cortex and the reciprocal connections between motor cortex and other
brain regions (e.g., thalamus). A primary goal of the dynamical systems framework is to explain
how the dynamics present in motor cortex (𝑓) and the inputs to motor cortex (𝒖) interact to
produce movement.
While the dynamics that govern motor cortical activity are not directly measurable, they can be
inferred by observing how the population state (i.e., the neural activity that defines the
configuration of the dynamical system at a point in time, r in equation 2) evolves throughout a
movement. In principle, it could be necessary to record the activity of every individual neuron in
5

motor cortex in order to adequately define the population state, but in practice, the vast majority
of individual neuron variance can often be explained with a small number of signals (Yu et al.,
2009; Sadtler et al., 2014; Gallego et al., 2017; Gallego et al., 2018). These signals (i.e., latent
factors) form a basis-set for the patterns of activity of individual neurons and can be identified
using linear or nonlinear dimensionality reduction techniques (Cunningham and Yu, 2014).
The dynamical systems framework has been successfully applied to both cognitive tasks (Mante
et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2020; Panichello and Buschman, 2021) and complex
motor tasks (Russo et al., 2018; Ames and Churchland, 2019; Heming et al., 2019; Russo et al.,
2019) but was originally developed to explain the activity of motor cortex during reaches
(Churchland et al., 2010; Churchland et al., 2012). While relatively simple, this task
demonstrated the utility of the paradigm; not only was a model developed that offered an
explanation of how motor cortex generates simple reaches, but this same model can be used to
make predictions involving more complicated tasks (see below).
In this model, activity in motor cortex during a simple reach is subserved by three separate
processes: reach preparation (which sets the initial state from which movement-generating
activity evolves), reach triggering (which initializes movement generation), and reach execution
(which produces the complex, time-varying patterns of activity that produce descending motor
commands). Each of these processes serve a unique function and are reflected by specific
patterns of activity within motor cortex.

Preparation
Movements are believed to be prepared before they can be initiated. This claim is supported by
the fact that in a standard delay reaching task, a subject’s reaction time (RT) is influenced by the
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duration of the preceding delay-period; shorter delay-periods tend to produce longer RTs
(Rosenbaum, 1980; Riehle and Requin, 1989; Crammond and Kalaska, 2000). Additionally,
individual neurons within a number of cortical motor areas (including motor cortex) exhibit
tuned activity during a delay-period, far in advance of movement onset (Weinrich et al., 1984;
Wise, 1985; Crammond and Kalaska, 2000).
Representational frameworks struggle to provide a functional explanation for preparatory activity
in motor cortex. Early theories suggested that preparatory activity within motor cortex was
simply a subthreshold version of movement-period activity (Bastian et al., 1998; Cisek, 2006),
analogous to pre-saccade activity in visual circuits (Hanes and Schall, 1996; Dorris et al., 1997).
It was suggested that preparatory activity was a reflection of a decision-making process that
terminated when a group of neurons with similar tuning reached a threshold (Erlhagen and
Schoner, 2002). Once this threshold was crossed, the movement coded by the superthreshold
neurons was initiated. Alternatively, it was suggested that preparatory activity was not a
precursor to movement, but movement-inhibiting (Wise and Mauritz, 1985; Perfiliev et al.,
2010); in other words, preparatory activity prevented premature movements. Two pieces of
evidence argue against these theories. First, as a population, the tuning of motor cortex neurons
during a delay period is unrelated to their tuning during movement (Johnson et al., 1999;
Crammond and Kalaska, 2000; Churchland et al., 2010; Kaufman et al., 2010; Kaufman et al.,
2014; Elsayed et al., 2016; Chaisanguanthum et al., 2017), which would not be the case if
preparatory activity was a subthreshold version of movement-period activity. Second, neurons
continue to exhibit preparatory activity, albeit briefly, when a delay-period is omitted
(Crammond and Kalaska, 2000), which argues against preparatory activity being inhibitory.

7

The dynamical systems framework offers an alternative explanation for preparatory activity.
During reach execution, the dynamics that dictate how a particular neural trajectory unfolds are
shared across reach conditions (Churchland et al., 2012) (e.g., reaches of different speeds,
directions, or curvature). This implies that (absent additional inputs to counteract the autonomous
dynamics) the particular neural trajectory that unfolds for a given movement is largely
determined by the initial state of motor cortex when the execution-related dynamics are ‘turned
on’ (Churchland et al., 2010). In the dynamical systems framework, preparatory activity sets this
initial state. This interpretation explains why preparatory activity reflects the identity of the
upcoming reach (different reaches require different initial conditions) and why preparation
occurs even in the absence of a delay (the initial state must be set before a movement can be
executed).
This interpretation of preparatory activity has been bolstered by a number of results. First,
disrupting preparatory activity (via electrical stimulation) shortly before the arrival of a go cue
causes an increase in RT (Churchland and Shenoy, 2007b; Vyas et al., 2020b). Relatedly, the
distance between the neural state at the time a go-cue is received and the neural state prior to
movement onset is predictive of RT on a single trial level (Afshar et al., 2011). These results are
consistent with the appropriate preparatory state being necessary for initiating a movement.
Second, small variations in preparatory activity is predictive of the speed (Churchland et al.,
2006a) and direction (Even-Chen et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2020; Vyas et al., 2020b) of the
upcoming movement, indicating that preparatory activity seeds the upcoming movement. Third,
the preparatory state in motor cortex reflects only the low-level motor commands necessary to
perform the upcoming reach, not the context in which a reach is made (Lara et al., 2016). Finally,
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preparatory activity does not reflect the probability of initiating a reach in the near future
(Zimnik et al., 2017), indicating that preparation is not yoked to movement initiation.
While preparation has long been hypothesized to be a necessary component of movement, it has
also been viewed as a relatively slow, time-consuming process (Rosenbaum, 1980; Riehle and
Requin, 1993; Ghez et al., 1997; Bastian et al., 2003). Indeed, the assumed sluggishness of
preparation contributed to theories of motor sequence production (Henry and Rogers, 1960;
Verwey, 1996; Verwey, 2003; Abrahamse et al., 2013) (further addressed in Chapter 3).
Recently, however, preparation has been demonstrated to be a remarkably swift process (Haith et
al., 2016; Ames et al., 2019), capable of completing in as little as 100 ms (Lara et al., 2018b).

Triggering
As noted above, reach preparation and reach initiation are independent processes; preparation
can ‘complete’ (i.e., preparatory activity can reach the appropriate initial state) and remain steady
for hundreds of milliseconds (or longer) without a movement being initiated (Zimnik et al., 2017;
Lara et al., 2018b). Similarly, it was recently demonstrated that subjects do not initiate a reach as
soon as preparation completes (Haith et al., 2016); surprisingly, RTs in subjects are
approximately 33% longer than necessary to generate accurate reaches. Motor cortex therefore
requires a separate signal to transition from preparation to execution. We refer to this activity,
appropriately, as the trigger signal. In motor cortex, the trigger signal is observable as a large,
condition-invariant signal which precedes (and is highly predictive of) movement (Kaufman et
al., 2016). Additionally, the evolution of the trigger signal is predictive of behavior in a go/no-go
task (Pani et al., 2019). The function of this signal appears to be to translate preparatory activity
to a region of neural space in which movement-producing dynamics dominate (Sussillo et al.,
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2015). In this way, the trigger signal acts as a gate between preparatory activity and executionrelated activity (discussed below).
While the origin of the trigger signal remains unknown, recent results suggest that generating the
trigger signal is a broadly distributed computation involving both cortical and subcortical
structures. Early lesion studies involving non-human primates (NHPs) suggested that the
supplementary motor area (SMA) was vital for generating movements in the absence of strong
external cues (Thaler et al., 1995). Indeed, SMA also exhibits a large, condition-invariant signal
prior to movement onset (Lara et al., 2018a), and we found that electrically stimulating SMA
influences the probability of moving in a biphasic manner (Zimnik et al., 2019). These results are
further discussed in Chapter Two. The basal ganglia has also been implicated in the generation of
self-initiated actions (Kunimatsu et al.; Tsang et al., 2012; Kunimatsu and Tanaka, 2016).
Parkinson’s disease patients often suffer from a specific ability to initiate movements without an
external cue (Jahanshahi et al., 1995; Wu et al., 2011; Taniwaki et al., 2013; McDonald et al.,
2015; Jia et al., 2018), and optogenetic stimulation of dopaminergic neurons in mice promotes
movement initiation, while inhibiting these neurons has the opposite effect (da Silva et al., 2018).

Execution
Following the onset of the trigger signal, activity in motor cortex undergoes a dramatic change.
The simple, point-attractor dynamics of preparation are replaced by strong rotational dynamics,
which are largely shared across reach conditions (Churchland et al., 2012). These dynamics seem
specifically related to the process by which motor cortex generates descending motor commands,
as neither SMA nor the muscles exhibit strong rotational dynamics during reaching (Churchland
et al., 2012; Lara et al., 2018a). Originally, these brief oscillatory patterns were thought to be a
basis set for producing descending muscle commands (Churchland and Cunningham, 2014).
10

Even when reaches are not overtly rhythmic, EMG are multiphasic and can be linearly
reconstructed from a small set of oscillatory patterns (Churchland et al., 2012). However, recent
work has raised the possibility that these rotational signals are related not to the output of motor
cortex, but to internal computations that allow motor cortex to generate an output (Russo et al.,
2018).
Like any dynamical system that produces an output, motor cortex must be robust to noise. This
noise can arise from spiking variability, firing rate variability (Churchland and Abbott, 2012), or
even injury. In an autonomous, first-order dynamical system (i.e. the system receives no input,
and the subsequent state of the system is determined only by the present state), noise robustness
requires that the dynamics change smoothly across state space. Said differently, similar states
must be followed by similar subsequent states (Russo et al., 2018). Using a novel cycling task,
Russo et al. (Russo et al., 2018) found that the largest signals in motor cortex do not reflect
muscle activity nor kinematic parameters, but appear to primarily exist to impose low ‘tangling’
– a metric intimately related to the smoothness of the dynamics – on motor cortical activity.
Surprisingly, the neural dimensions which reflected outgoing EMG commands were small
compared to those that conveyed low-tangling – the former accounted for ~10% as much neural
variance as the latter. The authors found that motor cortex exhibited low tangling both during
cycling and during simple reaches, raising the possibility that the large, rotational signals present
during reaching play a similar computational role as the largest signals in motor cortex during
cycling: to impose low-tangling.
These two functional roles – providing a basis set for descending motor commands and
conferring noise robustness – need not be mutually exclusive; the same signals that impose low
tangling can also contribute to the construction of patterns of muscle activity. Indeed, Russo et
11

al. found that the dimensions that provided a linear readout of muscle activity partially
overlapped with those that contributed to low tangling (i.e., these two sets of dimensions were
not orthogonal) (Russo et al., 2018). Likewise, the oscillatory activity in motor cortex during
reaching may play a duel role.

Relationship between preparatory and execution-related activity
How does preparatory activity evolve without causing premature movement? As mentioned
above, early theories suggested that preparatory activity simply lay below a movement-causing
threshold (Cisek, 2006; Duque and Ivry, 2009) or was gated by a downstream region(Benjamin
et al., 2010; Greenhouse et al., 2015). Kaufman et al. (Kaufman et al., 2014) provided an
alternative explanation couched in a dynamical systems framework. Here, the authors found that
preparatory activity in motor cortex is output-null with respect to the muscles. In other words, at
the level of the population, preparatory activity of individual neurons ‘cancels out’ such that this
activity is not transmitted downstream. Later, Elsayed et al. (Elsayed et al., 2016) built upon this
finding by demonstrating that not only is preparatory activity output-null, preparatory activity
exists in a subspace orthogonal to the subspace occupied during reach execution. Said
differently, the correlations between motor cortex neurons during a delay period is wholly
unrelated to the correlations between neurons during movement. It should be noted, however,
that while the preparatory space is orthogonal to the execution space, preparatory activity is
highly predictive of execution-related activity. This relationship is possible because preparatory
activity flows into execution-dimensions (via the trigger signal) just prior to movement onset.
Separating distinct neural processes into orthogonal subspaces may be a common motif for
segregating distinct computations. In motor cortex, activity occupies orthogonal subspaces
during preparation and movement (Elsayed et al., 2016), as well as movements of the ipsilateral
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and contralateral arm (Ames and Churchland, 2019; Heming et al., 2019). Similarly to the
transition between preparation and execution, activity in lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC)
transitions between ‘memory-related’ and ‘selection-related’ subspaces in a working-memory
task (Panichello and Buschman, 2021). In the middle temporal (MT) area during a perceptualdecision-making task, activity flows between orthogonal subspaces as the animal observes the
stimulus and makes a decision (Zhao et al., 2020). Finally, in a motor timing task, which requires
a monkey to initiate a movement after a cued interval, activity in medial frontal cortex first
moves along an ‘input dimension’, then evolves within an orthogonal subspace once the timing
interval begins. The speed of the neural trajectory during the timing interval is determined by the
location along the input axis (Remington et al., 2018).

Models of motor cortex
From its inception, the dynamical systems framework has posited that motor cortex can be
modeled as a recurrently connected network that generates low-level motor commands. While
this paradigm makes a number of verifiable predictions (e.g., shared execution-period dynamics,
the necessity of preparatory activity that reflects the upcoming movement) the most direct test –
train a recurrent network to produce low-level motor commands and ask whether the internal
activity reflects that of motor cortex – was not possible at the time the framework was first
developed. Advances in computer hardware over the last ten years, however, have greatly
increased the ease with which neural networks can be trained. In 2015, Sussillo et al. (Sussillo et
al., 2015) demonstrated that if trained to generate empirical patterns of reaching EMG (and
properly regularized), recurrent neural networks (RNNs) learn internal activity that is remarkably
similar to that of motor cortex, both at the population and single-unit level. Like motor cortex,
the networks generated preparatory activity that was reflective of the upcoming movement (yet
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output-null), generated a translational trigger-signal just prior to producing ‘a movement’ (i.e.,
muscle activity), and used rotational dynamics, which were conserved across conditions, to
produce execution-period activity. One notable difference between the networks and motor
cortex, however, was a lack of orthogonality between the preparatory and execution-related
dimensions in the networks. Interestingly, the same class of networks will naturally adopt this
orthogonality if required to simultaneously prepare and execute individual ‘movements’ (Zimnik
and Churchland, 2021). We return to this point towards the end of Chapter 3.
Approaches similar to that taken by Sussillo et al. have been successfully applied to a number of
motor and nonmotor tasks. The process by which motor cortex generates cycling movements
(Russo et al., 2018; Ames and Churchland, 2019; Saxena et al., 2021) and reach-to-grasp
movements (Michaels et al.) has been successfully interrogated by training RNNs to generate the
necessary motor output, then analyzing the networks in ways currently not possible in the brain
(e.g., altering the activity in a specific dimension or probing the network dynamics directly).
Similarly, RNNs have been used to study motor timing tasks (Wang et al., 2018), decisionmaking tasks (Mante et al., 2013), and a host of other cognitive tasks (Yang et al., 2019). The
success of this approach is perhaps surprising; how can an artificial network composed of a few
hundred generic units, trained using physiologically implausible learning algorithms, be an
accurate model of a brain region composed of billions of heterogenous neurons (Gredal et al.,
2000)?
There is likely a degree of universality between recurrent networks performing simple tasks
(Maheswaranathan et al., 2019; Saxe et al., 2019). Maheswaranathan et al. (Maheswaranathan et
al., 2019) demonstrated that when trained to perform one of three neuroscientifically relevant
(albeit simple) tasks, artificial recurrent networks learned qualitatively similar solutions,
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regardless of the specific hyperparameters, the activation function, or type of unit used (e.g.,
gated recurrent units or long-short term memory units). For example, one of the tasks required
networks to generate a sine wave at a frequency proportional to a static input. After training,
networks exhibited a single fixed point per input, with locally-linear oscillatory dynamics around
each. The frequency of these oscillations varied with the input. While there were some
quantitative differences between networks (e.g., the number of dimensions needed to explain a
given fraction of the total variance differed between networks) the qualitative solutions were
extremely similar. Notably, similar patterns of activity were observed in motor cortex while a
monkey generated pedaling movements of different velocities (Saxena et al., 2021). These
results suggest that given a simple task, most recurrent networks (be they artificial or biological)
tend to find similar solutions.
In addition to providing a better understanding of a given neural computation, RNNs are also
useful for generating hypotheses. Specific predictions about neural activity can be generated by
considering how a dynamical system could produce an output. Take, for example, the question of
how motor cortex generates sequences of actions (Zimnik and Churchland, 2021). Given our
understanding of how a network (i.e., motor cortex) generates individual reaches, a sequence of
two reaches could potentially be generated in one of two ways. First, motor cortex could
generate both reaches as a single ‘movement’, using a single pattern of preparatory activity and a
single trigger signal to produce a single descending motor command. Alternatively, motor cortex
could simply generate the component reaches as individual movements, each with their own
preparatory patterns and trigger signals. While either of these strategies is viable (from within a
dynamical systems paradigm), they each make specific predictions about the timing and structure
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of neural activity in motor cortex during reach sequences. We return to this question in Chapter
3.
Our present model of how motor cortex generates simple reaches is an incomplete, yet useful,
approximation. For example, feedback plays a critical role in normal motor control, but we
largely ignore its contribution during ballistic reaches. Additionally, it is unclear how well the
prepare-trigger-execute paradigm generalizes to other types of movements (e.g., cycling). The
issues of feedback and generalization are further addressed in Chapter 4. While incomplete, the
present model provides vital clarity on how motor cortex generates movement.
Importantly, the prepare-trigger-execute model is not merely a description of motor cortical
activity during a reach. This model, although an oversimplification, is a mechanistic explanation
of how motor cortex produces the motor commands necessary to generate a reach. The use of
this term – mechanistic – may, at first, seem inappropriate, as the prepare-trigger-execute model
is couched in terms of the interactions of population-level signals. How can any description of a
neural process be truly mechanistic without characterizing the interaction between individual
neurons? Some neural functions are certainly most naturally understood as circuit-level
computations carried out by individual neurons. Sound localization in owls (Volman and
Konishi, 1990; Konishi, 2003; Funabiki et al., 2011), vision in fruit flies (Borst et al., 2010), and
decision making in a visual discrimination task (Gold and Shadlen, 2007) are three such
examples. In all of these, the signals necessary for carrying out the relevant computations are
instantiated in the activity of individual neurons. During reaching, however, the relevant signals
– preparatory, triggering, and execution related signals – are mixed at the level of single neurons.
There are not ‘preparatory neurons’ whose rates determine the activity of ‘execution-related
neurons’; the vast majority of neurons carry both signals. The same is true in artificial networks.
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RNNs do not segregate signals relevant to performing a given task in separate populations, and
the computation the RNN is performing cannot be understood by mapping the flow of
information from unit to unit. Likewise, the process by which motor cortex generates reaches
cannot be understood by following the flow of activity from neuron to neuron. The preparetrigger-execute model is mechanistic because it characterizes the signals used by motor cortex to
generate complex, time-varying patterns of motor commands.
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Chapter 2 Perturbation of macaque supplementary motor area
produces context-independent changes in the probability of
movement initiation
Thus one may see such [Parkinsonian] patients, rigid, motionless, seemingly lifeless as
statutes, abruptly called into normal life and action by some sudden exigency which
catches their attention (in one famous case, a drowning man was saved by a Parkinsonian
patient who leapt from his wheelchair into the breakers). The return of Parkinsonism, in
circumstances like these, is often as sudden and dramatic as its vanishing: the suddenly
'normal' and awakened patient, once the call-to-action is past, may fall back like a dummy
into the arms of his attendants.
-Oliver Sacks
Awakenings (1973)

This chapter was published as (Zimnik et al., 2019)
The contribution of the supplementary motor area (SMA) to movement initiation remains
unclear. SMA exhibits pre-movement activity across a variety of contexts, including externally
cued and self-initiated movements. Yet SMA lesions impair initiation primarily for self-initiated
movements. Does SMA influence initiation across contexts or does it play a more specialized
role, perhaps contributing only when initiation is less dependent on external cues? To address
this question, we perturbed SMA activity via microstimulation at variable times before
movement onset. Experiments employed two adult male rhesus monkeys trained on a reaching
task. We employed three contexts that differed regarding how tightly movement initiation was
linked to external cues. Movement kinematics were not altered by microstimulation. Instead,
microstimulation induced a variety of changes in the timing of movement initiation, with
different effects dominating for different contexts. Despite their diversity, these changes could be
explained by a simple model where microstimulation has a stereotyped impact on the probability
of initiation. Surprisingly, a unified model accounted for effects across all three contexts,
regardless of whether initiation was determined more by external cues versus internal
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considerations. All effects were present for stimulation both contralateral and ipsilateral to the
moving arm. Thus, the probability of initiating a pending movement is altered by perturbation of
SMA activity. However, changes in initiation probability are independent of the balance of
internal and external factors that establish the baseline initiation probability.
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Introduction
The role of the supplementary motor area (SMA) in movement initiation remains debated. SMA
lesions impair self-initiated movements in humans (Krainik et al., 2001) and monkeys (Thaler et
al., 1995) but not movements prompted by external cues (Chen et al., 1995). These observations
suggest that SMA plays a specialized role, contributing primarily when initiation is based on
internal considerations. Yet physiological recordings do not obviously support such
specialization. Functional imaging in humans has produced conflicting reports that SMA is more
active (Jenkins et al., 2000) or similarly active (Cunnington et al., 2002; Sakata et al., 2017)
during self-initiated versus externally cued contexts. In monkeys performing externally cued
reaches, SMA is no less metabolically active than motor cortex (Picard and Strick, 2003).
Similarly, single-neuron recordings reveal that SMA is active during both self-initiated and
externally cued contexts (Romo and Schultz, 1987; Kurata and Wise, 1988; Thaler et al., 1988).
Yet while the SMA population as a whole is active across contexts, single SMA-neuron
responses show robust contextual dependence (Lara et al., 2018a). Prior results therefore suggest
three possibilities. First, SMA may influence movement initiation primarily when initiation is
determined by internal considerations. Second, SMA may influence movement initiation in
different ways for different contexts (e.g., promoting movement in some contexts and inhibiting
it in others). Third, although computations in SMA may be context-dependent, they may share a
final influence on initiation that is present and consistent across contexts.
Here, we probe the role of SMA in movement initiation by using microstimulation to perturb
activity before movement onset. Prior work has established that perturbations of SMA activity
can impact initiation. Intra-surgical stimulation can cause an ‘urge to move’ (Fried et al., 1991)
and SMA cooling increases reaction times (RTs) (Tanji et al., 1985). Applying transcranial direct
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current stimulation over SMA for a period of minutes produces lasting post-stimulation changes
in both RT and the ability to withhold a reach (Hayduk-Costa et al., 2013; Carlsen et al., 2015).
Additionally, intracranial stimulation of SMA can increase RTs in patients (Moore et al., 2018).
We wished to determine the impact of spatially and temporally localized SMA microstimulation
and to ask whether that impact varies depending on how tightly initiation is tied to external
stimuli.
We examined the impact of SMA stimulation in monkeys trained to perform center-out reaches
under three contexts. In the ‘self-initiated context’, monkeys were free to reach upon target onset
but received larger rewards if they chose to wait. In the ‘cue-initiated context’, an explicit go cue
prompted movement initiation. In the ‘quasi-automatic context,’ moving targets evoked
intercepting movements with short, narrowly distributed RTs. Thus, the three contexts evoked
initiation that was loosely, tightly, or very tightly linked to sensory cues. We have previously
shown that SMA activity, but not motor cortex activity or muscle activity, covaries robustly
across these three contexts (Lara et al., 2018a).
We found that microstimulation, delivered shortly before the typical time of movement initiation,
increased RTs across all three contexts. Notably, this was true even for the quasi-automatic
context, where initiation was reactive, low-latency, and tightly linked to sensory cues. Yet the
increase in RT was smaller for the quasi-automatic context than for the other two contexts.
Furthermore, we observed an opposing effect that was sizeable only for the self-initiated context:
RTs became shorter when microstimulation was delivered well in advance of typical initiation
times. Thus, analysis of RT initially appeared to support the hypothesis that SMA stimulation has
a context-dependent effect on initiation. However, the RT produces ambiguities when used as a
measure of the tendency to initiate movement. A simple change in the probability of initiation
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can yield different RT effects, depending on the current and preceding baseline probabilities of
initiation. We therefore focused directly on the probability of initiation at each moment in time
following stimulation.
Surprisingly, effects of microstimulation were well-explained by an entirely context-independent
impact of microstimulation on the probability of initiation. Specifically, we considered that
microstimulation might multiplicatively alter the odds of initiation (e.g., doubling or halving
those odds). Assessed from this perspective, effects of stimulation were remarkably contextindependent. In all contexts, stimulation produced an immediate reduction in the odds of
initiation, followed by an elevation. These context-independent changes in initiation probability
naturally produced the context-dependent changes in RT.
In summary, perturbation of SMA activity impacted the probability that a pending movement
would be initiated. That impact was surprisingly stereotyped and simple: it depended only on the
time post-stimulation and was essentially independent of contextual factors. In particular, the
same model accounted for the impact of stimulation regardless of whether initiation was
determined by internal considerations related to reward (the self-initiated context), by a standard
go cue (the cue-initiated context), or by a salient external cue that evoked short-latency, reactive
movements (the quasi-automatic context). These results argue that SMA contributes to
movement initiation across a range of contexts.
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Results
Task and Behavior
Two monkeys (Ba and Ax) executed radial reaches in eight directions across three contexts.
Contexts were cued by target color and differed regarding the cues and task constraints
governing when movement should be initiated. SMA has been proposed to contribute
preferentially when initiation is prompted more by internal considerations versus external cues
(Jenkins et al., 2000; Passingham et al., 2010). We note that goal-directed voluntary movements
are essentially never purely self-initiated; initiation will almost always relate to some preceding
instruction or information. However, movements vary greatly in the degree to which initiation
timing is linked to external sensory cues. We assessed the tightness of that link via the RT: the
latency between the cue indicating that movement is allowed and subsequent reach initiation.
Shorter / more-tightly distributed RTs were taken to indicate a tighter link between external cues
and movement initiation.
In the self-initiated context (Fig. 2.1A, blue) monkeys were free to reach upon target appearance,
but waiting longer yielded increased reward up to a maximum at 1200 ms. Growing reward was
mirrored by increasing target diameter, eliminating any need to estimate elapsed time. RTs were
long with broad standard deviations: 1069 ± 142 ms (mean and SD) for monkey Ba and 1023 ±
106 ms for monkey Ax (Fig. 2.1B,C: blue line). The considerable RT variability presumably
reflects competition between internal factors – desire for immediate reward versus desire for
large reward – with different factors dominating on different trials. Consistent with this
interpretation, the distribution of self-initiated RTs during training was very sensitive to the
reward schedule. The self-initiated context does not provide a situation as unrestricted as in
(Thaler et al., 1995), where monkeys could go minutes between self-initiated movements.
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Instead, the self-initiated context gives monkeys considerable control over when to initiate while
also providing a well-defined temporal window upon which analysis could concentrate.
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Figure 2.1 Overview of task and stimulation
A. Overview of the three task contexts. Each context required the monkey to complete a reach from a central
position to one of eight targets, arranged radially as shown at right. In the self-initiated context, the target was blue
and grew steadily with time. In the cue-initiated context, the target was red and remained small until enlarging
suddenly, which provided the go cue. In the quasi-automatic context, the target was yellow and the go cue was the
onset of target motion. Timing of key events is illustrated at left. Gray bars indicate times when stimulation could
begin. Tan bars indicate a variable-duration delay period, present only for the cue-initiated and quasi-automatic
contexts. Black bars indicate times when movement initiation was allowed. For the self-initiated context, initiation
was allowed anytime from target onset until 300 ms after the target stopped growing at 1200 ms. Thus, visual cues
placed only broad constraints on when movement should be initiated. The more important determinant was available
reward, which grew as the target grew. For the cue-initiated context, initiation was allowed only from 100-500
following the go cue (RTs < 100 ms were disallowed to discourage attempts to anticipate the go cue). These requirements were the same for the quasi-automatic context, though in practice capturing the target mid-flight typically
necessitated RTs < ~300 ms. B,C. Cumulative RT distributions for the three contexts in the absence of stimulation
(blue, red, and yellow traces correspond to self-initiated, cue-initiated, and quasi-automatic contexts respectively).
D. Targeted region of SMA for the left (contralateral) hemisphere. Most stimulation sites lay within medial wall. E.
Distribution of stimulus currents used during experiments.
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The cue-initiated context (Fig. 2.1A, red) emulated the standard instructed-delay paradigm: a
variable delay period (0–1000 ms) separated target onset from a go cue, indicated by an
instantaneous increase in target size and the simultaneous disappearance of the central touch
point. After the go cue, monkeys still had modest leeway regarding the exact moment of
initiation; RTs up to 500 ms were allowed. Yet monkeys generally reached promptly out of
desire for immediate reward: RTs were 238 ± 49 ms and 222 ± 37 ms (mean and SD for monkey
Ba and Ax; Fig. 2.1B,C: red line). Thus, relative to the self-initiated context, initiation was more
tightly locked to an external cue. Initiation occurred closer in time to the key cue (RTs were
roughly a fourth as long) and was less temporally variable (standard deviations were roughly a
third as wide).
The quasi-automatic context (Fig. 2.1C, yellow) was similar to the cue-initiated context and also
included a 0-1000 ms delay. However, the go cue was the onset of target motion along a radial
path toward the screen’s edge. Success required executing a reach that intercepted the target midflight. Moving targets are known to naturally produce reactive, short-RT, intercepting reaches
(Perfiliev et al., 2010; Lara et al., 2017; Wong et al., 2017). In keeping with that finding, RTs
were 199 ± 28 ms and 184 ± 27 ms (mean and SD for monkey Ba and Ax; Fig. 2.1B,C: yellow
line). Essentially no training was required to obtain short RTs; RTs dropped immediately upon
the introduction of moving targets. Thus, the quasi-automatic context naturally evoked initiation
that was tightly locked to a very salient external cue. Initiation occurred even closer in time to
that cue than in the cue-initiated context, with even lower temporal variability. Given sizeable
physiological delays (~130 ms including afferent, efferent, and EMG-to-velocity delays)
initiation in the quasi-automatic context occurs with little or no time for internal deliberation.
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Thus, if SMA plays a specialized role in internally initiated movements, SMA would be expected
to make little contribution to initiation in the quasi-automatic context.
Monkeys successfully completed the majority of trials for all three contexts: 94% and 99% of
cue-initiated trials (monkey Ba and Ax respectively), 92% and 96% of self-initiated trials, and
86% and 87% of quasi-automatic trials. Reach trajectories were similar across contexts; the
primary difference was a tendency for reach velocity to be slightly higher for quasi-automatic
reaches (Fig. 2.2E,F). We have previously shown that these three contexts evoke similar patterns
of muscle activity and similar patterns of neural activity in primary motor and premotor cortex
(Lara et al., 2018b). In contrast, neural activity in SMA (recorded from sites interspersed with
those stimulated in the present study) varies robustly across these three contexts (Lara et al.,
2018a). The presence of differential neural activity raises the possibility that SMA could be
making differential contributions to initiation across contexts. On the other hand, the fact that
SMA is active for all contexts suggests that SMA might contribute to initiation in all contexts.
Reach kinematics were largely unaffected by stimulation
We delivered microstimulation (200 ms train of 333 Hz biphasic pulses) at 122 sites in SMA of
two monkeys (Fig. 2.1D). Stimulation sites lay within a region where, during separate
recordings, we observed robust preparatory and movement-related activity in this task. Taskrelated activity was observed with roughly equal magnitude both contralateral and ipsilateral to
the reaching hand. The impact of stimulation was thus examined for both hemispheres (monkey
Ba: 66 contralateral and 11 ipsilateral sites; monkey Ax: 24 contralateral and 21 ipsilateral sites).
For each site, we first determined the threshold for directly eliciting movement. Thresholds
varied broadly (Fig. 2.1E), from 10 µA to above the highest tested current (150 µA). During
experiments, stimulation current was set below threshold. Unless otherwise stated, data are
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pooled across sites for statistical power. This yielded a total of 9854 and 4591 stimulated trials
(monkey Ba and Ax), comprising 20% and 20% of all trials. Thresholds, and thus currents,
tended to be higher for monkey Ba. As will be described below, the impact of microstimulation
was qualitatively similar for both monkeys, with some effects being larger in monkey Ba and
others being larger in monkey Ax. Thus, there was not an obvious relationship between higher
currents and larger effects.
We wished to assess the impact of stimulation on movement initiation, independent of any
impact on the reaches themselves. Conveniently, stimulation had almost no impact on reach
kinematics. Velocity profiles on stimulated trials were very similar to those on unstimulated
trials. The correlation between the average velocity trajectories for stimulated and non-stimulated
trials was 0.998 and 0.995 (monkey Ba and Ax, mean across conditions). The primary effect of
stimulation on kinematics was a small increase in reach-speed variability. Across monkeys /
contexts, there was a 1.2 – 9.9% increase in the standard deviation of peak reach speed. This
effect was significant (p<0.05 for each monkey, paired t-test, calculated across 77 and 45
stimulation sites) for the cue-initiated and quasi-automatic contexts only. We also observed small
and inconsistent changes in reach angle variability. For monkey Ba, microstimulation in the selfinitiated context caused a small (1%) but significant (p<0.001, paired t-test) tightening of the
circular standard deviation of reach angle, yet microstimulation in the other two contexts caused
a small increase (2% and 1%, p<0.001 for both, paired t-test). For monkey Ax, microstimulation
had no impact on reach variability in the self-initiated context, caused a modest increase (10%,
p<0.001, paired t-test) in the cue-initiated context, and a small decrease (3%, p<0.001, paired ttest) in the quasi-automatic context. Thus, the impact of stimulation on reach kinematics was
small and thus did not interfere with the ability to assess changes in the time of reach initiation.
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Figure 2.2 Microstimulation produces complex changes in RT but not reach
kinematics
A,B. Cumulative RT distributions for trials with no stimulation (dashed gray traces) early stimulation (light colored
traces) and late stimulation (dark colored traces). C,D. Summary of the above effects in terms of changes in mean
RT. Error bars show standard errors. The mean and standard error were computed across trials. For all comparisons,
the RT of non-stimulated trials was computed using only trials where the delay-period length and RT would have
allowed stimulation to be delivered. This eliminates potential biases – e.g., late stimulation might otherwise appear
to increase RT simply because late stimulation implies that movement has not yet been initiated. E,F. Mean speed
profiles for reaches to one representative target (target located ~8 degrees from central position) for the three
contexts. Dashed gray, light colored, and dark colored traces correspond to trials with no stimulation, early stimulation, and late stimulation, respectively. G. Movement kinematics for trials with no, early, and late stimulation.
Symbols plot mean values. Error bars show standard errors, computed across conditions. Initial reach direction was
measured relative to target direction. Endpoint variability was measured as the standard deviation of reach endpoint
within each condition.
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Microstimulation impacts RT
We grouped data into early-stimulation trials (stimulation delivered well before initiation would
typically occur) and late-stimulation trials (stimulation delivered close to when initiation would
typically occur). Because the distribution of initiation times differed across contexts, we defined
early versus late relative to a common reference: the time when movement had begun on 10% of
non-stimulated trials in that context. Early-stimulation trials were those where microstimulation
began 700-550 ms before this reference, such that stimulation ended well before movement
initiation became likely. Late-stimulation trials were those where microstimulation began 300150 ms before the reference, such that stimulation occurred just when initiation was becoming
likely.
For monkey Ba, early and late stimulation trials constituted 12% and 17% of stimulated trials
(3% and 4% of all trials). There were 1218 early stimulation trials: 353, 442, and 423, for the
self-initiated, cue-initiated and quasi-automatic contexts. There were 1647 late stimulation trials:
426, 631, and 590, for the self-initiated, cue-initiated, and quasi-automatic contexts. For monkey
Ax, early and late stimulation trials constituted 13% and 16% of stimulated trials (3% and 3% of
all trials). There were 609 early stimulation trials: 161, 215, and 233, for the self-initiated, cueinitiated, and quasi-automatic contexts. There were 738 late stimulation trials: 170, 318, and 250,
for the self-initiated, cue-initiated, and quasi-automatic contexts.
Late stimulation delayed movement initiation, increasing RT relative to non-stimulated trials.
This was true for both monkeys and all three contexts (Fig. 2.2A-D, p<0.001 for all, two-sample
t-test). Notably, SMA stimulation increased RT even for the quasi-automatic context, despite
initiation being tightly linked to external cues. However, the RT-increase was smaller for the
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quasi-automatic context than for the other two contexts, suggesting some potential interaction
between context and the impact of stimulation.
Early stimulation had the opposite effect on RT, and effects depended even more strongly on
context. For the self-initiated context, early stimulation advanced movement initiation (p<0.001
and p = 0.002 for monkey Ba and Ax, two-sample t-test). This RT reduction was much smaller
for the other two contexts: ranging from 1-9 ms; p<0.05 only for the quasi-automatic context.
We wished to rule out the possibility that changes in RT are secondary to changes in reach
kinematics (e.g., changes in reach velocity might alter the estimate of movement onset). This is
unlikely: we showed above that stimulation has little average impact on kinematics. However, it
remains possible that early and late stimulation have sizeable but opposing effects that largely
cancel out on average. This was not the case (Fig. 2.2E,F). Movement duration, initial reach
direction, and endpoint variability were not significantly different between no-stimulation, earlystimulation, and late-stimulation trials (Fig. 2.2G). We did observe a small increase in endpoint
error following early stimulation (not shown): a 0.31 mm increase in mean error in monkey Ba
and a 0.85 mm increase in monkey Ax (Fig. 2.2G, p=0.03 and p<0.001, respectively, two-sample
t-test). This increase in endpoint error did not impact task performance: the percentage of trials
failed due to a missed target was unchanged (remaining at 1.4% for monkey Ba and 0.3% for
monkey Ax). We also did not observe any interaction between reach direction and the impact of
stimulation on RT. For example, the change in RT with stimulation did not differ between
ipsilateral and contralateral targets (p>0.05 for both monkeys, all contexts, and both early and
late stimulation, two-sample t-test, calculated across trials).
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Thus, SMA microstimulation alters the timing of reach initiation, with negligible impact on the
reaches themselves. This is consistent with SMA activity contributing, directly or indirectly, to
the computations determining when movement is triggered. SMA stimulation had an effect all
three contexts, arguing that the contribution of SMA to movement initiation is not limited to
situations where initiation is less tightly cue-locked. However, the impact of SMA stimulation
appears potentially context-dependent. Late-stimulation-driven RT increases were smaller for the
quasi-automatic context, and early-stimulation-driven RT decreases were sizeable only for the
self-initiated context. Yet as will be detailed below, strong conclusions should not be drawn
without first considering that RT may not be the only, or even the most natural, way to measure
changes in the tendency to initiate movement.
Movement initiation as a probabilistic process
The central goal of this study is to characterize how perturbations of SMA activity impact the
tendency to initiate and to ask whether that impact is context-dependent. We assume that, at each
time, underlying movement-initiating computations have produced a particular neural state (Fig.
2.3; purple box). That neural state, or more precisely the distribution of such states across trials,
yields a probability of initiating at that time. As one example, in a diffusion-to-bound model,
initiation becomes probable when the state tends to be close to the bound. We refer to the
baseline (without stimulation) probability of initiation at time 𝑡 as 𝑃' (𝑡).
On a given trial, one does not directly observe 𝑃' (𝑡). Instead, one observes a stretch of time
when movement was not initiated (“0’s” in green box) and then a particular time (“1” in green
box) when movement was initiated. These observations are often summarized as a single
number: the RT. Yet with sufficient trials one can also estimate 𝑃' (𝑡) at each time. To do so one
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takes all trials where movement has not yet occurred by time 𝑡 and computes the proportion
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Figure 2.3 Framework relating the underlying neural state to behavioral measures
of movement initiation
The underlying neural state evolves over time (purple box). At each time, there is a probability of initiation, P0
(yellow box), produced by that underlying state. (More generally, at a particular time there is a distribution of
possible neural states, which determine P0 at that time.) The values of P0 are not directly observed on a single trial.
Rather, one observes multiple timepoints where initiation does not occur (‘0’s’ in green box) and then a time when
initiation does occur (‘1’ in green box). These observations are summarized as the RT: the time from when movement was first allowed until it was initiated. Across many trials, one can compute the mean RT, which then becomes
a summary of the tendency to initiate. However, a more direct summary can be produced by estimating P0 for each
time where sufficient data is available.

𝑃' (𝑡) and the RT are intimately related: 𝑃(RT = 𝑡) = 𝑃' (𝑡) ∏()":&(1 − 𝑃' (𝑡 − 𝜏)). Note that
𝑃(RT = 𝑡), unlike 𝑃' (𝑡), reflects the entire history of initiation tendencies and thus the entire
history of neural states. This creates some interpretational complexities. Suppose that a
perturbation alters the neural state at time 𝑡 and in doing so changes the probability of initiation.
The resulting change in mean RT is a function not only of that change but of the initiation
probabilities at all preceding times. Furthermore, stimulation at time 𝑡+ implies RT>𝑡+ , resulting
in a longer mean RT even if stimulation has no effect. This can be accounted for (as was done in
the analyses in Fig. 2.2C,D) but doing so adds a layer of complexity. Another complication is
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that to properly compare changes in RT, one has to match (across contexts) the time of
stimulation that is causing the RT changes. We did so above by defining a common reference
time based on when initiation tended to normally occur. This is a reasonable choice, but other
reasonable choices are possible. Given these complexities when interpreting changes in the RT,
we found it desirable to directly assess changes in the probability of initiation. Doing so allows
one to simply inquire, for a given baseline probability, whether one observes a contextdependent change in that probability following stimulation.
Baseline probabilities of initiation
For each context, we estimated 𝑃' (𝑡), the baseline (without stimulation) probability that
initiation occurs soon after time 𝑡, given that it has not occurred before time 𝑡. We plot that
probability as a heat-map (bars at top of left panels in Fig 2.4,2.5). One challenge when assessing
𝑃' (𝑡) is a need for high trial-counts. For large values of t there may be few trials where
movement initiation has not yet occurred, preventing a reasonable estimate of 𝑃' (𝑡). Still, by
pooling across multiple sites, we were able to estimate 𝑃' (𝑡) across a sizeable domain for every
context (all non-gray values).
For the self-initiated context, 𝑃' (𝑡) remains low for ~600 ms after target onset (Fig. 2.4A and
2.5A; monkey Ba and Ax respectively). Note that the optimal strategy in the self-initiated context
is to reach when the presently available reward exceeds the temporally discounted future reward.
This idealized strategy would involve selecting a particular time (or equivalently, a particular
target size) upon which to initiate, resulting in a step-like increase in 𝑃' (𝑡). Monkeys did not
follow this strategy; 𝑃' (𝑡) increased more gradually, reaching values >0.9 only around the time
of maximal reward (1200 ms after target onset). Thus, at least from an external perspective,
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monkeys behaved probabilistically: 𝑃' (𝑡) increased monotonically with the juice-value of the
target.
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Figure 2.4 Impact of microstimulation on initiation probability for monkey Ba.
A. Heat-plots of P0 (top) and Pstim (bottom) for the self-initiated context. Time is plotted relative to target onset. For
Pstim (t,ts), each row plots the probability of initiation, as a function of time since target onset, for a particular time of
stimulation. White line indicates the onset of microstimulation for each row. Grey and black contour lines indicate
P=0.25 and P=0.65. B. ∆Pstim for the self-initiated context. C,D. P0 , Pstim , and ∆Pstim for the cue-initiated context.
Time is plotted relative to the go cue. E,F. P0 , Pstim , and ∆Pstim for the quasi-automatic context. Time is plotted
relative to the go cue.

In the cue-initiated context, 𝑃' (𝑡) increased rapidly soon after the go cue (Figs. 2.4C and 2.5C).
For the quasi-automatic context, 𝑃' (𝑡) evolved similarly but the increase was more sudden,
occurred slightly earlier, and more swiftly reached values near unity (Figs. 2.4E and 2.5E). This
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underscores the degree to which initiation was tightly locked to target-motion onset in the quasiautomatic context: 𝑃' (𝑡) was essentially unity shortly after motion onset.
The step-like increase in 𝑃' (𝑡), especially for the quasi-automatic context, carries potential
implications regarding whether perturbations of neural activity have behavioral consequences.
As one example, there may be floor / ceiling effects when 𝑃' (𝑡) is near zero / unity. Such
considerations are a major motivation for considering 𝑃' (𝑡) directly, rather than relying only on
RT measurements. We will return to this point below. For now, we simply stress that the
temporal epoch where movement initiation is likely yet uncertain (red zones) has a different
duration for the three contexts.
Microstimulation alters initiation probability
For each context, we estimated 𝑃,-./ (𝑡, 𝑡+ ): the probability that initiation occurs soon after time
𝑡, given that it has not occurred before time 𝑡 and given stimulation near time 𝑡+ . We first
consider data for monkey Ba, beginning with the self-initiated context (Fig. 2.4A). Each row of
the bottom heat-plot shows 𝑃,-./ (𝑡, 𝑡+ ) for a particular value of 𝑡+ . Each such row resembles a
slightly altered version of 𝑃' (𝑡); differences reflect the impact of stimulation. Early stimulation
increased the probability of initiation (the red area extends further leftwards). In contrast, late
stimulation reduced the probability of initiation (the red area extends further rightwards).
To assess these effects, we computed the change in the probability of initiation due to
microstimulation: ∆𝑃,-./ (𝑡, 𝑡+ ) = 𝑃,-./ (𝑡, 𝑡+ ) − 𝑃' (𝑡). ∆𝑃,-./ (𝑡, 𝑡+ ) was not a simple function
(Fig. 2.4B). There were regions where initiation became more likely (red) and regions where it
became less likely (blue). For early stimulation during the self-initiated context, ∆𝑃,-./ (𝑡, 𝑡+ )
was largely positive (top rows). Conversely, for late stimulation ∆𝑃,-./ (𝑡, 𝑡+ ) was largely
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negative (bottom rows). This structure agrees with the finding that self-initiated RTs were
advanced by early stimulation and delayed by late stimulation.
For the cue-initiated context, late stimulation extended the region where the probability of
initiation was low (Fig. 2.4C: the black trace indicating the 65th percentile bows to the right).
This resulted in negative values of ∆𝑃,-./ (𝑡, 𝑡+ ) (Fig. 2.4D: blue region). This movementinhibiting effect agrees with the finding that late stimulation increased RT. Notably, early
stimulation had the opposite effect and was movement-promoting (Fig. 2.4D: red region). This
movement-promoting effect is barely detectible at the level of RTs (Fig. 2.2C) but becomes
apparent when assessing ∆𝑃,-./ (𝑡, 𝑡+ ). Notably, ∆𝑃,-./ (𝑡, 𝑡+ ) shared some features between the
self-initiated and cue-initiated contexts. In both contexts, early stimulation was movement
promoting and late stimulation was movement inhibiting.
For the quasi-automatic context, ∆𝑃,-./ (𝑡, 𝑡+ ) appears by inspection to differ only slightly from
𝑃' (𝑡). In both cases the probability of initiating underwent a rapid increase, approaching unity,
shortly after the go cue (Fig. 2.4E). Yet examining ∆𝑃,-./ (𝑡, 𝑡+ ) reveals that early stimulation
was movement promoting (red regions in top rows of Fig. 2.4F) and late stimulation was
movement inhibiting (blue regions in bottom rows). These changes are not small, but they are
restricted to a narrow temporal window.
For all three contexts, similar effects were observed for monkey Ax (Fig. 2.5). One difference
was the presence of fewer positive values of ∆𝑃,-./ (𝑡, 𝑡+ ), especially for the self-initiated and
cue-initiated contexts. Thus, movement-promoting effects were less strong in monkey Ax,
consistent with the more modest advancement of self-initiated RTs by early stimulation.
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Nevertheless, for both monkeys ∆𝑃,-./ (𝑡, 𝑡+ ) shared basic features across contexts: early
stimulation was largely initiation-promoting and late stimulation was largely initiation-inhibiting.
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Figure 2.5 Impact of microstimulation on initiation probability for monkey Ax.
Same format as Fig. 2.4.

The above results thus reveal a commonality in ∆𝑃,-./ across contexts. However, all effects were
more temporally restricted for the cue-initiated and quasi-automatic contexts, relative to the selfinitiated context. A straightforward possibility is that this occurs because only the self-initiated
context produces a broad range of times where 𝑃' had intermediate values (i.e., neither zero nor
unity). Might stimulation have a common impact across contexts, with that impact becoming
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patent only when the probability of initiation lies within a range amenable to modulation? We
explore this possibility below.
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Figure 2.6 A single, multiplicative kernel predicts Pstim for early, middle, and late
stimulation in the self-initiated context.
A. Data and predictions for stimulation delivered starting 220 ms after target onset. Gray trace plots P0 (t), the
baseline probability of initiation without stimulation, for all values of t. Black trace plots Pstim (t,220): the probability
of initiation following stimulation starting 220 ms after target onset. Dashed orange trace plots Pstim (t,220), the
predicted effect of stimulation at that time. This prediction is based on the kernel, k, plotted at top (orange trace)
aligned to stimulation onset. The log of the kernel is shown, such that a doubling and halving of odds are plotted
equidistant from zero, which indicates no change in odds. B. Similar plot for stimulation starting 570 ms after target
onset. The kernel is thus shifted to begin at 570 ms. C. Similar plot for stimulation starting 740 ms after target onset.
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A simple model captures changes in initiation probability in the self-initiated context
We considered a simple model where stimulation impacts the odds of initiation. The odds of
initiation is the ratio of the probability of initiating to the probability of not initiating: 𝑜' (𝑡) =
0! (&)
"40! (&)

. We model the impact of microstimulation as:
𝑜,-./ (𝑡, 𝑡+ ) = 𝑜' (𝑡) 𝑘(𝑡 − 𝑡+ ).

The kernel 𝑘(𝑡 − 𝑡+ ) describes the impact of stimulation, delivered at time 𝑡+ , on the odds of
initiating at time 𝑡. Under this model, the impact of stimulation depends only on the elapsed time
since stimulation and not on the overall time within the trial. Employing odds provides a natural
way of modeling the hypothesis that microstimulation tilts the balance towards or against
initiation. The odds of an event can be doubled regardless of baseline probability. For example,
for baseline initiation probabilities of 1%, 50% and 98% (odds of 1/99, 1, and 49), doubling the
odds would result in post-stimulation probabilities of approximately 2%, 67%, and 99% (odds of
2/99, 2, and 98). The central question is whether it is possible for a single kernel to capture
effects across all combinations of 𝑡 and 𝑡+ . We first considered each context separately,
optimized the kernel, and examined the resulting fit.
Figure 6 illustrates model predictions for the self-initiated context for monkey Ba. Optimization
resulted in a kernel with a negative lobe followed by a positive lobe (orange trace at top). To
illustrate the impact of this kernel, we first consider the effect of stimulation delivered 220 ms
after target onset (panel A). Stimulation caused a leftward shift in the empirical probability of
initiation: 𝑃,-./ (black trace) rises earlier than 𝑃' (gray trace). This effect is captured by the
model (dashed orange trace). The predicted values, 𝑃J,-./ exhibit a leftward shift because the
positive lobe of 𝑘 occurs when 𝑃' is above zero but not yet maximal. Conversely, the negative
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lobe has little impact because 𝑃' is essentially zero at the relevant times. Stimulation 570 ms
after target onset (panel B) caused a mixed effect: an initial reduction in initiation probability,
followed by a small elevation. The model captures this mixed effect, due to the biphasic kernel.
Stimulation 740 ms after target onset (panel C) caused a rightward shift in 𝑃,-./ . This is again
captured by the model; the negative lobe of 𝑘 aligns with times when initiation probability is
above zero but not unity. The fit of 𝑃J,-./ to 𝑃,-./ had an 𝑅# > 0.98 for each of these three cases.
Thus, effects could be captured by a model where stimulation had an immediate movementinhibiting effect (decreasing the odds of initiation) followed by a movement-promoting effect
(increasing the odds of initiation).
Still focusing on the self-initiated context, we next asked whether fits were similarly good across
all tested stimulation times. To provide a more stringent test of the model, we concentrated on
the fit to ∆𝑃,-./ , rather than 𝑃,-./ as above. Many features of 𝑃,-./ are simply inherited from 𝑃' ;
the key question is how well one can account for the differences. The model provided a good fit
to ∆𝑃,-./ (𝑡, 𝑡+ ) across the full range of tested values of 𝑡 and 𝑡+ (Figure 7C and 8C, compare
M,-./ in the middle subpanel with ∆𝑃,-./ in the left subpanel). For both monkeys, 𝑅# (Fig.
∆𝑃
2.7,2.8C, left blue bar) approached an upper benchmark based on the sampling error of the data
(gray line, computed via bootstrap, see Methods). These results confirm that, for the self-initiated
context, the impact of SMA microstimulation can be explained by an initial suppression of
initiation probability, followed by a weaker facilitation.
Similar kernels explain the impact of stimulation across contexts
Assessed in terms of RT, SMA stimulation had a context-dependent effect. Is this also true when
considering initiation probability? Three results are possible. First, a similar kernel may account
for effects across all contexts. Second, the same model may be successful across contexts but
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may require a different kernel for each. Third, the model may provide a good fit for some
contexts but not others, regardless of the kernel used. We found that the first possibility held.
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Figure 2.7 Model predictions of ∆Pstim for monkey Ba.
A. Context-specific kernels, found when fitting to each context separately: self-initiated (blue), cue-initiated (red),
and quasi-automatic (yellow). As in Fig. 2.6, the log of the kernel is plotted. Dashed line at zero thus indicates no
change in initiation odds. B. Unified kernel, found when fitting to all contexts simultaneously. Shaded region
represents 95% confidence intervals of kernels fit to dummy stimulation data (Methods). C. Empirical (left) and
predicted changes in the probability of initiation following stimulation in the self-initiated context. Predictions in the
middle heat plot are based on the context-specific kernel (yellow kernel in panel A above). Predictions in the right
heat plot are based on the unified kernel (black kernel in panel B). Prediction performance is quantified at right. A
rough benchmark on the fit performance that could be provided by a good model was estimated via bootstrap.
Horizontal line and shaded region show mean and 95% confidence intervals of that estimate. D. Same as C but for
the cue-initiated context. E. Same as C but for the quasi-automatic context.
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M,-./ produced
We fit the kernel separately for each monkey and each context. In all cases, the ∆𝑃
by the model provided a good fit to the empirical ∆𝑃+&56 (Fig. 2.7,2.8, compare middle and
leftmost heat-plots). 𝑅# ranged from 0.76-0.89 (Fig. 2.7,2.8 bars at right) and was always close to
the upper benchmark. The kernels that provided the optimal fit were similar across contexts
(Figure 2.7A, 2.8A), even though fitting was independent for each context. In all cases, there was
an initial negative phase followed by a shallow positive phase. The correlation of kernel shape
between contexts, for a given monkey, ranged from 0.80-0.95. To estimate correlations expected
by chance, for each context we fit kernels to dummy-stimulation data drawn from non-stimulated
trials (see Methods) and computed the percentage of repetitions where correlations between the
three contexts were as high as the empirical values. For both monkeys, empirical correlations
were significant (p<0.001).
Consistent with the above results, fit quality decreased only slightly when the model was
constrained to use an identical kernel for all contexts (unified kernel shown in Figure 2.7B,2.8B).
M ,-./ using this kernel. Predictions were very
The rightmost heat-plots show the predicted ∆𝑃
similar to those when using a different kernel for each context (middle column). Fits were nearly
as good when using the unified kernel as when using context-specific kernels (compare bars at
right in Figure 2.7,2.8). The average reduction in 𝑅# was 7.8%. Thus, the same kernel – a
negative initial lobe and a subsequent shallow positive lobe – accounted for effects across all
contexts. The negative lobe of the kernel was more prominent, but both lobes were important in
accounting for effects. We used the resampling procedure described above to ask whether the
area within each lobe was greater than expected by chance. This was indeed the case (positive
lobe: p<0.001 and p<0.001; monkeys Ba and Ax; negative lobe: p<0.001 and p<0.001).
Resampling also verifies that effects are due to stimulation itself and not to interactions between
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behavioral tendencies and incidental properties of stimulated trials (e.g., in the quasi-automatic
context, late stimulation implies a longer delay, which could have made monkeys anxious to
move).
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Figure 2.8 Model predictions of ∆Pstim for monkey Ax.
Same format as Fig. 2.7.
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In summary, effects across all contexts could be accounted for by a simple model where the
impact of stimulation depended only on the time since stimulation was delivered. Put differently,
we saw no evidence for the hypothesis that perturbation of SMA activity impacts initiation in
different ways depending on how tightly initiation is linked to external cues. For a given baseline
probability of initiation, the change in that probability due to stimulation was similar regardless
of context. This lack of context dependence is potentially surprising. For example, the quasiautomatic context produces highly reactive movements, a situation where initiation might have
been expected to bypass any influence of SMA. Put differently, the transition from low to high
initiation probability in the quasi-automatic context might have been expected to be unaltered by
stimulation. Yet it was altered and in a manner that was captured by the same model that
captured effects in the other two contexts. Conversely, the self-initiated context engages internal
considerations more heavily, and perturbations of SMA activity might thus have been expected
to have a larger impact. Yet this was not the case: changes in initiation probability were
consistent with the same model that captured effects in the other contexts.
That said, it certainly is true that a given change in the odds of initiation can impact RT to a
greater or lesser degree depending on other factors. For example, the positive lobe of the kernel
(which produces an increase in the odds of initiation) will have a larger impact on RT if there is a
broad range of times when initiation is possible but far from certain. There is thus no paradox in
observing context-independent changes in initiation probability but context-dependent changes
in the RT. This is explored quantitatively below.
Kernels that account for initiation probability predict RT changes
As noted above, the probability of observing a particular RT can be derived from the probability
of initiating at each time. This remains true after stimulation: 𝑃(RT = 𝑡|stimulation at 𝑡+ ) =
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𝑃,-./ (𝑡, 𝑡+ ) ∏()":&R1 − 𝑃,-./ (𝑡 − 𝜏, 𝑡+ )S. We used this relationship to obtain the predicted
changes in RT given the values of 𝑃J,-./ (𝑡, 𝑡+ ) produced by the model. To test whether a single
kernel could account for the diverse RT effects, we employed the unified kernel (Fig 2.7B, 2.8B)
and computed the predicted RT distribution. We then computed the mean change in RT (relative
to no stimulation) for early and late stimulation. The model, although entirely contextindependent, reproduced the context-dependent impact of stimulation on mean RT (Fig. 2.9).
The variance in ∆RT accounted for (across the six cases for both monkeys) by the fit was 0.88.
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Figure 2.9 Predicting ∆RT from Pstim
Predicted ∆RT following early or late stimulation. Predictions were made using the unified kernel (found by fitting
simultaneously to all contexts). To mirror the analysis in Fig. 2.2, the values of ts used to predict the effect of early
and late stimulation were 700 and 300 ms (respectively) prior to the reference time: the time when movement had
begun on 10% of non-stimulated trials in that context. Because of the 150 ms window used when originally estimating ∆Pstim, this effectively produced stimulation windows of 700-550 ms and 300-150 ms before the reference time,
matching the windows used in the original analysis.

The model captured the advancement of self-initiated RTs following early stimulation. This can
be understood in terms of the stimulation-induced change in 𝑃,-./ . The positive lobe of the
stimulation kernel occurs when initiation is gradually becoming likely. A small increase in the
odds of initiation during this extended period produces a sizeable change in mean RT. For the
other two contexts, the transition from low to high baseline initiation probability is more rapid.
Even though these contexts also involve a sizeable increase in initiation probability (e.g., red
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regions in Figure 2.8E) the impact on RT is small due to the restricted temporal window where
that effect matters.
The model also captured the increased RT following late stimulation. For late stimulation, the
negative lobe of the kernel occurs when initiation is becoming likely. As for the empirical data,
the RT increase was less pronounced for the quasi-automatic context. This is again a
consequence of the rapid increase in baseline initiation probability during the quasi-automatic
context.
Despite these successes, the model underestimated some effect sizes. This is unsurprising for two
reasons. First, the model reproduces the empirical ∆𝑃+&56 well but not perfectly. Second, the
M+&56 , rather than
kernel was optimized to minimize mean-squared error between ∆𝑃+&56 and ∆𝑃
T. If the former error is zero, the latter will also be zero, but in in general the optimal
∆RT and ∆RT
kernel will differ slightly depending on which error is minimized. We can reduce this second
contribution by adding, to the cost function, the error between ∆RT and T
∆RT, producing a kernel
that minimizes both errors. Doing so resulted in small but noticeable improvements in the model
predictions of RT (𝑅# increased to 0.96). For example, the predicted RT reduction following
early stimulation was 13 and 4 ms (monkey Ba and Ax) when using the revised cost function,
better matching the empirical magnitude.
Thus, a simple context-independent model reproduces the diverse changes in RT. The direction
of all effects was correctly predicted, and effect magnitudes were reasonably well predicted. The
model assumes that changes in the probability of initiation depend only on the time since
stimulation and not on context or the overall time since target onset. Because this parsimonious
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explanation is naturally expressed in terms of the probability of initiation, subsequent analyses
focus on ∆𝑃,-./ .
Initiation-promoting effects were more prominent for early stimulation trials
The impact of microstimulation can fade with time (Churchland and Shenoy, 2007b). To explore
the possibility that some effects may be more prominent when a site is first stimulated, we
separately fit stimulation kernels to data for the first 25 stimulation trials at each recorded site
(Fig. 2.10A,E, black kernel). Kernels changed only modestly following this restriction. However,
one subtle effect was present for both monkeys: the positive lobe was slightly more prominent
when considering only the first 25 trials.
Examination of the data revealed why the fitting procedure used a more prominent positive lobe:
positive values of ∆𝑃+&56 , corresponding to initiation-promoting effects, were more common
when analyzing trials early at a stimulation site. This can be seen by noting that bright red /
orange regions are more prominent in Figure 2.10 (where analysis is restricted to the first 25
stimulation trials) than in Figure 2.7 and 2.8 (which consider all trials). This effect was
particularly noticeable for monkey Ax in the self-initiated and cue-initiated contexts.
The above results predict that the ability to advance RTs, via stimulation early within selfinitiated trials, should be enhanced for the first 25 stimulation trials. This was indeed the case.
We repeated the analysis in Figure 2.2C,D, restricted to the first 25 trials at each site. RT
advancement grew by for both monkeys. This increased advancement was sizeable for monkey
Ax (a 24 ± 9 ms increase relative to the effect for all trials, p=0.04, two-sample t-test) and quite
modest for monkey Ba (a 6 ± 13 ms increase, p=0.75). Thus, the movement-promoting impact of
SMA stimulation tended to be modestly stronger when a site was first stimulated.
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Figure 2.10 Movement-enhancing effects of microstimulation are strongest when a
site is first stimulated.
Results for monkey Ba and Ax are shown in panels A-D and E-H respectively. Kernels were the ‘unified’ kernel fit
to all contexts simultaneously. A. Stimulation kernel fit to first 25 stimulation trials at each site (black line) and all
stimulation trials (grey line). B. Empirical (left) and predicted (right) changes in the probability of initiation following stimulation in the self-initiated context, after restricting to the first 25 stimulation trials at each site. C. Same as
B but for the cue-initiated context. D. Same as B but for the quasi-automatic context. E-H. Same as A-D but for
monkey Ax.

Effects of SMA stimulation across hemispheres and sites
The kernels above were estimated after pooling data across stimulation sites. Pooling was
essential to provide sufficient trials so that ∆𝑃,-./ (𝑡, 𝑡+ ) could be estimated for every
combination of 𝑡 and 𝑡+ . However, effects may potentially vary across sites. We first considered
that sites in one hemisphere might differ systematically from those in the other. This was not the
case; kernels were similar when fit separately to data from each hemisphere (Fig. 2.11A,B). The
bilateral impact of stimulation presumably relates to the fact that SMA is active for movements
of both the contralateral and ipsilateral arm (Kermadi et al., 1998; Nakayama et al., 2015).
However, we note that supra-threshold stimulation typically produced movement only of the
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contralateral arm. Thus, the initiation-altering effects of stimulation are likely unrelated to the
more direct impact of supra-threshold stimulation.
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Figure 2.11 Analysis of potential heterogeneity of effects across sites.
A. Stimulation kernels for stimulation sites in contralateral (left subpanel) and ipsilateral (right subpanel) SMA.
Kernels were the ‘unified’ kernel fit to all contexts simultaneously. Data are for monkey Ba. B. Same as A but for
monkey Ax. C. Reliability of stimulation kernel estimated by resampling stimulation sites. Black trace plots the
original stimulation kernel. Gray region plots the 95% confidence interval across re-samplings. Data are for monkey
Ba. D. Same as C but for monkey Ax.

We were also curious whether effects differed across sites within each hemisphere, yet found this
impossible to address. Trial-counts for a single site were insufficient to provide robust estimates
of effects, making it unclear whether site-to-site variability was real or due to sampling error.
Given this, we stress that the kernels we report should be considered a summary of the central
tendency across all sites. Effects at individual sites may (or may not) vary around this central
tendency.
Importantly, site-to-site variability did not limit our ability to estimate the central tendency. We
resampled our stimulation sites, with replacement, and recomputed the kernel (fitting a single
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kernel to the data for all contexts). A similar kernel was consistently found, as indicated by the
95% confidence intervals in Fig. 2.11C,D.

Discussion
SMA has long been thought to play a role in computations determining when and whether to
move (Goldberg, 1985; Chen et al., 1995; Thaler et al., 1995; see also Schurger et al., 2012;
Murakami et al., 2014; Carlsen et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2018). Our findings validate a key
prediction of that hypothesis: manipulation of SMA activity alters the probability of movement
initiation. These results likely relate to the prior finding that transcranial stimulation above SMA
can, tens of minutes later, impact both RT and the probability of false starts (Carlsen et al.,
2015). The time-scales involved are very different, yet both sets of results are consistent with
perturbation of a computation that influences the likelihood of initiation. A notable feature of the
present results is that both increases and decreases in initiation probability were observed
depending on stimulation timing. Interestingly, microstimulation of pre-SMA during a saccade
task also had a mixed effect: producing shorter RTs when delivered during a delay period yet
longer RTs when delivered after the go cue (Isoda, 2005).
It has been suggested that SMA plays a context-dependent role in movement initiation, perhaps
being more involved when movements are less linked to external cues and more dependent on
internal decisions (Eccles, 1982; Goldberg, 1985; Thaler et al., 1995; Passingham et al., 2010).
We observed context-dependent changes in RT, which initially seemed to support that
hypothesis. However, changes in the RT can be difficult to interpret for a variety of reasons. As
one example, a minimal RT change might indicate that the perturbation had little intrinsic effect,
that the effect occurred when initiation was already near certain (a ceiling effect), that the effect
occurred when initiation was very unlikely (a floor effect), or that the effect occurred after many
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trials had already been initiated. The probability of initiation provides a more readily
interpretable measure and yielded a more parsimonious summary of effects. Stimulation
produced a time-varying change in the odds of movement initiation that was similar across
contexts. Indeed, a simple context-independent change in the odds of initiation explained the
more complex changes in RT. Thus, we saw no evidence that the impact of SMA stimulation
was context-dependent.
We found this lack of context-dependence surprising. In particular, quasi-automatic movements
were initiated at very low latency, leaving little time for deliberation. For such highly reactive
movements, initiation might have been expected to be dissociated from the more cognitive
processing typically associated with SMA. Yet the same model that accounted for effects in the
self-initiated context also accounted for effects in the quasi-automatic context. The contextindependent effect of stimulation was also surprising because SMA activity is strongly contextdependent in this task. Below we consider how this might be possible.
Context-independent stimulation effects versus context-dependent activity
The finding that SMA stimulation impacts initiation across contexts agrees with the finding that
SMA is active across contexts. Thus, both stimulation and recording results (Romo and Schultz,
1987; Kurata and Wise, 1988; Thaler et al., 1988; Picard and Strick, 2003; Hayduk-Costa et al.,
2013; Carlsen et al., 2015; Lara et al., 2018a) argue that SMA contributes to initiation across a
broad range of situations. However, the context-independence of stimulation effects might
appear to conflict with the well-established dependence of SMA neural responses on contextual
factors (Tanji and Shima, 1994; Nakamura et al., 1998; Merchant and Georgopoulos, 2006;
Merchant et al., 2011; Merchant et al., 2013; Nakajima et al., 2013; Merchant and Averbeck,
2017; Lara et al., 2018a; Mendoza et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018). Indeed, we have confirmed
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strongly context-dependent responses in SMA (but not motor cortex) in this very same task, at
recording sites interspersed among the stimulation sites (Lara et al., 2018a). How could
perturbations of context-dependent activity yield context-independent changes in initiation
probability?
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Figure 2.12 Schematic illustration of how the impact of stimulation may depend
primarily on the proportion of neural states near a movement-initiating region.
A. Possible distribution of neural states in one context. Gray region corresponds to a ‘movement-initiating region’
where activity becomes strongly movement promoting. A baseline (without stimulation) distribution is shown in
light blue. A possible movement-promoting impact of stimulation – moving the distribution slightly rightwards – is
illustrated (dark blue). B. Possible distribution of neural states in another context. Although the baseline distribution
differs from than in A, there are a similar proportion of states near the movement-initiating region. Thus, the number
of trials where the state is ‘poised’ to initiate movement is similar, yielding a similar probability of initiating in the
near future. Because the impact of microstimulation is a small rightward shift, the proportion of states shifted into
the movement-initiating region is also similar to that in A. C. Similar conception but extended to multiple dimensions. Activity is strongly context dependent: purple and orange distributions of neural states correspond to two
contexts. Yet the proportion of states shifted into the movement-initiating region is similar in the two contexts.
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Although we can only speculate regarding underlying neural events, our results are not
paradoxical, as they might first appear. Indeed, the key element – an impact of stimulation that
depends primarily on pre-stimulation initiation probability – emerges naturally given two
assumptions. The first assumption is that the impact of stimulation on neural activity is small and
not intrinsically context-dependent. This is plausible: stimulation was delivered below threshold
and the same stimulation parameters were used for all contexts. The second assumption is that
baseline initiation probability is informative regarding the proportion of trials where the
underlying neural state is on the verge of producing initiation.
We assume that there is some ‘movement initiating region’ of SMA neural state space. This
might be the region past threshold in a race model. More generally, it can be thought of as a
region where the net influence of SMA becomes strongly movement promoting. At a given time
during the task, taking all trials where movement has yet to occur, there will be a distribution of
neural states relative to the initiating region. Two hypothetical distributions, corresponding to
two contexts, are shown in Figure 2.12A and B. Lighter colors indicate baseline distributions.
Because distributions correspond to trials where initiation has not yet occurred, they lie largely to
the left of the initiating region (gray).
For illustration, distributions have been constructed to be different for the two contexts but to
nevertheless have a similar amount of mass near the movement-initiating region (gray). Thus,
both contexts have a similar proportion of trials on the verge of initiation. If we assume that the
effect of stimulation is modest (e.g., a small rightwards shift as shown) then the proportion of
states shifted into the initiating region will be similar in the two contexts. Thus, similar prestimulation initiation probabilities would imply similar post-stimulation probabilities, regardless
of context. We have simulated a simple race model and confirmed that this is indeed what
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occurs. Furthermore, it was relatively easy to parameterize that model so that it reproduced our
key findings: nearly context-independent changes in initiation probability that produced contextdependent RT changes.
This simple framework is readily extended to multiple dimensions (Fig. 2.12C). Purple and
orange regions represent possible distributions of neural states in two contexts. Thus, activity is
strongly context-dependent. However, both distributions have similar mass near the movement
initiating region (gray), consistent with both having similar probabilities of initiation at that
moment. If the stimulation-induced change in neural state (red arrow) is small and similar across
contexts, the proportion of states driven into the initiating region will be similar. Thus, similar
baseline probabilities of initiation will result in similar post-stimulation probabilities of initiation,
regardless of context.
We stress that context-dependence will not hold under all assumptions. Context-independence
may be lost if the perturbation is large, if the initiating region is curved, or if the impact of the
perturbation is not additive with the underlying state. It is thus far from guaranteed that the
impact of a perturbation will be context-independent. However, this framework illustrates that
there is no intrinsic contradiction between context-dependent activity and context-independent
effects of sub-threshold stimulation.
Caveats regarding context-independence of effects
Our key analyses combine data across sites for statistical power. Given practical limitations, it
was not possible to accurately estimate effect sizes for each context at each site. It thus remains
possible that some sites produced greater effects for some contexts, with such variability
averaging out across sites. This again underscores that our results should not be taken to rule out
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the possibility of context-dependent processing in SMA. Rather, our results reveal that
perturbation of SMA activity does not, overall, preferentially impact the probability of initiation
in some contexts but not others.
Another caveat is that, while our task employed contexts where initiation was loosely (selfinitiated) or very tightly (quasi-automatic) tied to external cues, this does not span the full range
of possible behaviors. In the self-initiated context, monkeys chose when to initiate yet did not
have unlimited time. The impact of SMA stimulation on initiation probability could potentially
differ in more open-ended situations. At the other extreme, while quasi-automatic reaches were
very low-latency, even lower-latency reaches can be elicited via the startle reflex (Valls-Sole et
al., 1995; Carlsen et al., 2004; Honeycutt and Perreault, 2012). It remains unclear whether SMA
stimulation would alter the probability of startle-evoked responses, although effects of cathodal
transcranial direct current stimulation suggest this is possible (Carlsen et al., 2015). Thus, we
cannot conclude that stimulation never interacts with contextual factors. What can be concluded
is that the impact of stimulation is surprisingly similar across a range of situations where
initiation is either loosely or very tightly linked to external stimuli.
Nature of computation being disrupted
SMA has been implicated in processes broadly described as executive-control functions,
including sequence learning and execution (Tanji and Shima, 1994; Shima and Tanji, 2000;
Tanji, 2001), stimulus-response association (Matsuzaka and Tanji, 1996; Hoshi and Tanji, 2004),
and conditional response association (Chen et al., 2010). Damage to SMA can produce a lack of
spontaneous movement (Laplane et al., 1977; Krainik et al., 2001). Paradoxically, SMA lesions
can also cause patients to initiate actions (e.g., don a pair of glasses or pour a glass of water)
when contextually inappropriate (the patient was already wearing glasses or was instructed not to
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pour water) (Feinberg et al., 1992; Boccardi et al., 2002). These findings suggest that SMA plays
a role in cognitive processing leading up to movement initiation.
The present findings support that hypothesis, but the nature of the computation impacted by
stimulation remains unclear. There exist multiple overlapping possibilities. Stimulation may alter
computations linking sensory cues with appropriate actions (e.g., ‘a blue target means wait to
obtain a large reward’) (Nachev et al., 2008). Stimulation may disrupt motor preparation, as
occurs in premotor cortex (Churchland and Shenoy, 2007b). Stimulation may alter computations
related to interval timing (Mita et al., 2009; Merchant et al., 2013; Merchant and de Lafuente,
2014; Cadena-Valencia et al., 2018) or time discrimination (Mendoza et al., 2018). Producing
appropriately timed movements, in different ways for the different contexts, is a key aspect of
our task.
Alternatively, stimulation could directly impact signals that prompt initiation. This possibility is
suggested by the recent finding that SMA and motor cortex share a movement- and contextindependent response component that undergoes a large change just before movement onset
(Kaufman et al., 2016; Lara et al., 2018a), in agreement with theoretical predictions regarding
how a neural ‘trigger signal’ might initiate movement generation (Sussillo et al., 2015).
Any or all of the above processes could be altered by stimulation. Perturbation of more than one
process might explain the biphasic impact of stimulation (decreasing and then increasing the
odds of initiation). Alternatively, the physiological impact of stimulation may be intrinsically
biphasic: an initial effect followed by a rebound. In summary, the reasons why SMA stimulation
alters the probability of initiation remain unclear. What is clear is that SMA computations
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influence movement initiation, and do so not just in situations where SMA is classically thought
to be necessary but across a broad range of contexts.
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Methods
Subjects and Task
Subjects were two adult, male macaque monkeys (Macaca mulatta), weighing 10-13 kg. Daily
fluid intake was regulated to maintain motivation to perform the task for juice reward. Animal
protocols were in accord with the US National Institute of Health guidelines and approved by
Columbia University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (Protocol AC-AAAQ7409).
Subjects sat in a primate chair facing an LCD display (60 Hz refresh rate) and performed a unimanual, center-out reaching task with the right arm while the left arm and head were comfortably
restrained. Hand position was tracked optically via a reflective bead placed between the third and
fourth digits (Polaris, Northern Digital, Canada). The timing of displayed stimuli was monitored
via photodetector (Thorlabs). The subject initiated each trial by touching and holding a central
touch-point. Touch-point color indicated the context of the upcoming trial (blue: self-initiated;
red: cue-initiated; yellow: quasi-automatic). After the touch-point was held for 450-550 ms
(randomized), a 10 mm diameter circular target appeared in one of eight possible locations
arranged radially around the touch-point. Target color matched touch-point color. Targets
appeared 130 mm from the touch-point for the self-initiated and cue-initiated contexts. For the
quasi-automatic context, targets appeared 40 mm from the touch-point (as described below,
subsequent target motion increased this distance to ~130 mm). Target directions and contexts
were interleaved and presented in random order within blocks. The subsequent block began after
all combinations of target direction and context were successfully completed.
In the self-initiated context, the target slowly and linearly grew in size, starting upon its
appearance and ending when the reach began. Maximum target size of 30 mm was achieved
1200 ms after target appearance. The reward for a successful reach grew exponentially,
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beginning with 1 drop and attaining a maximum of 8 drops after 1200 ms. Monkeys were free to
reach as soon as the target was displayed and were required to begin their reach within 1500 ms.
Reaches were required to be <500 ms in duration and to land within an 18 mm radius window
centered on the target. Reward was delivered if the target was held, with minimal further hand
motion, for 600 ms.
In the cue-initiated context, after a randomized delay-period (0-1000 ms), target size suddenly
increased to 30 mm and the central touch-point simultaneously disappeared. These events served
as a go cue, and reaches were required to be initiated within 500 ms. Requirements for
movement duration, accuracy, and the target hold period were the same as for the self-initiated
context.
In the quasi-automatic context, after a randomized delay-period (0-1000 ms), the target suddenly
began moving radially away from the central touch-point at 25 cm/s. Target motion ceased if a
reach landed on the target mid-flight (16 mm by 20 mm radius acceptance ellipse; long axis
aligned with target motion). If successfully captured, the target grew to 30 mm and reward was
delivered after a 600 ms hold period (as above). If the target was not intercepted (reach duration
or reaction time was too long, or the reach missed) the target continued moving until off the
screen (which occurred 630 ms after target-motion onset) and no reward was delivered. Target
starting position and speed were carefully selected during training such that target-capture
occurred ~130 mm from the touch-point, matching reach extent in the self-initiated and cueinitiated contexts.
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Microstimulation
Cylindrical recording chambers (19 mm inner diameter, Crist Instruments, Hagerstown,
Maryland) were implanted above the skull to allow access to SMA. Chamber positioning was
guided by structural magnetic resonance images taken before implantation. For each monkey,
chambers were moved mid-experiment to allow stimulation of the other hemisphere. Electrodes
were introduced via small holes drilled by hand in the chamber, which then healed following
experiments. Prior to stimulation, neural recordings were performed to verify the presence of
robust delay-period activity (Lara et al., 2018a). We observed such activity in both hemispheres,
confirming that SMA is active for both ipsilateral and contralateral movements (Kermadi et al.,
1998; Nakayama et al., 2015).
Microstimulation (333 Hz, 200 ms, biphasic pulses) was generated by a programmable pulse
generator and electrical stimulus generator (neuro/Craft StimPulse Stimulator, FHC,
Bowdoinham, ME). Stimulation was delivered via tungsten microelectrodes (~1-2 MW; FHC,
Bowdoinham, ME), lowered into position by a motorized microdrive (Narishige, Japan). For
each stimulation site, we estimated the threshold current for evoking movement based on visual
observation and/or manual palpation. We observed a broad range of stimulation thresholds, from
10 µA to >150 µA. Stimulation was often performed at multiple sites along each penetration; the
above range will thus include both deeper and superficial layers. The lower end of the observed
range is consistent with previous reports (Macpherson et al., 1982; Mitz and Wise, 1987).
Thresholds in the upper half of this range have not been explicitly reported but can be inferred
from prior work. For example, in Mitz (Mitz and Wise, 1987), ~40% of sites had thresholds >65
µA and were not tested further. Similarly, in Macpherson (Macpherson et al., 1982) ~60% of
sites had thresholds above >30 µA and were not tested further. The broad range of thresholds we
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observed in SMA is also consistent with the broad range of thresholds previously observed in
PMd (Churchland and Shenoy, 2007b).
Microstimulation elicited movements of the distal and proximal arm, including muscles of the
shoulder girdle (e.g., deltoid and pectoralis). When examining the impact of microstimulation on
movement initiation, we used currents set to 80-90% of threshold. In a few cases, we examined
effects at sites where we were not able to directly elicit movement but which were near
microexcitable sites. In these cases, current was set near the upper range of thresholds for those
nearby sites.
A subset of trials (25%) were randomly chosen to be stimulation trials (9854 trials and 4591
trials, monkey B and A). Microstimulation onset was determined by a draw from a uniform
distribution (0-1000 ms) starting with target onset. This broad distribution allowed us to probe
the effect of microstimulation at different times relative to when movement initiation typically
occurred and ensured that stimulation onset was not predictive of the go cue. If the monkey
began moving before the chosen time of stimulation onset, stimulation was not delivered. Thus,
on trials where stimulation was delivered, it always began between target and movement onset.
We were interested in the impact of microstimulation on the initiation of a pending movement
that was already instructed and known. For the self-initiated context, this was naturally true
given the monkeys’ behavior: initiation essentially always occurred >500 ms after target onset.
Thus, the target was known well before initiation became likely. For the cue-initiated and quasiautomatic contexts, this was not always true: the delay-period could be as short as 0 ms and
movement onset could occur with low latency. We therefore analyzed only trials with delay
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periods >200 ms. Shorter delays were still employed to encourage early and consistent
preparation.
Detecting movement onset
For purposes of behavioral control and reward, movement onset was detected online as the
moment when hand speed exceeded 20 mm/s (roughly 2% of peak speed). All analyses utilized a
more accurate, offline estimate of movement onset. We found that a pure threshold did not strike
an optimal balance between estimating the very first moment the hand began to move and being
robust to slight trial-to-trial differences in the early temporal profile of hand velocity. We thus
employed the following procedure (Lara et al., 2018b). For each trial, we estimated the moment
of peak acceleration: 𝑡789:;<< . This identified an early feature of the response that occurred in a
consistent fashion across trials; aligning trials on 𝑡789:;<< caused velocity profiles to be well
aligned. For each condition, we aligned all trials in that fashion and computed the average speed.
From the average speed profile, we found the time interval, 𝑡<=>> , between when speed crossed a
low threshold (1% of its peak) and the time of alignment, 𝑡789:;<< . The RT for each trial was
then 𝑡789:;<< − 𝑡<=>> . This method estimated well the moment when hand velocity first began to
change while also ensuring that kinematic events (e.g., the bell-shaped hand-velocity profile)
were well-aligned when trials were aligned on movement onset. The location of the reach
endpoint was calculated at the time when hand speed first fell below 20 mm/s. Initial reach
direction was calculated when the hand reached peak speed.
Estimating 𝑃' (𝑡) and 𝑃+&56 (𝑡, 𝑡+ )
We define 𝑃' (𝑡) as the probability of initiating a reach at time 𝑡 given that a reach has not been
initiated before 𝑡. Because the probability of initiating a reach at any particular time 𝑡 is
infinitesimal, we compute the probability of initiation within a 150 ms window:
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𝑃! (𝑡) = 𝑃( 𝑇" ∈ [𝑡, 𝑡 + 150] | 𝑇" ≥ 𝑡)

where 𝑇6 is the recorded time of movement onset. We estimated 𝑃' (𝑡) by taking all trials where
movement was initiated after time 𝑡 and computing the proportion initiated within the interval
[𝑡, 𝑡 + 150]. To obtain a reliable estimate, 𝑃' (𝑡) was estimated only for values of 𝑡 where there
were at least 80 trials where initiation hadn’t yet occurred by time 𝑡. The 150 ms interval was
also helpful for accurately estimating 𝑃' (𝑡), but intervals as short as 50 ms yielded very similar
overall results.
We define the probability of initiation following stimulation as:
𝑃#$%" (𝑡, 𝑡# ) = 𝑃(𝑇" ∈ [𝑡, 𝑡 + 150] | 𝑇" ≥ 𝑡, 𝑇# ∈ [𝑡# , 𝑡# + 150])

Where 𝑇+ is the time of stimulation. 𝑃' (𝑡) and 𝑃,-./ (𝑡, 𝑡+ ) were calculated every 10 ms.
𝑃+&56 (𝑡, 𝑡+ ) was estimated only for values of 𝑡 and 𝑡+ that yielded at least 20 observations. We
define the change in the probability of moving as:
∆𝑃#$%" (𝑡, 𝑡# ) = 𝑃#$%" (𝑡, 𝑡# ) − 𝑃! (𝑡)

Estimating the stimulation kernel
We employed a multiplicative model that attempts to predict ∆𝑃+&56 (𝑡, 𝑡+ ) given 𝑃' (𝑡) and a
kernel, 𝑘(𝑡 − 𝑡+ ), capturing the impact of stimulation at time 𝑡+ on the odds of initiating at time
𝑡. The odds of initiation is the ratio of the probability of initiating to the probability of not
initiating:

𝑜! (𝑡) =

𝑃! (𝑡)
.
1 − 𝑃! (𝑡)
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The impact of stimulation is modeled as:
𝑜6(𝑡, 𝑡# ) = 𝑜! (𝑡) 𝑘(𝑡 − 𝑡# ),

where 𝑜Z(𝑡, 𝑡+ ) is the predicted odds of initiation at time 𝑡 given stimulation at time 𝑡+ . Values of
𝑘 > 1 increase the odds of initiation while values of 𝑘 < 1 decrease the odds of initiation. The
predicted probability of initiation is then:

8#$%" (𝑡, 𝑡# ) =
∆𝑃

𝑜6(𝑡, 𝑡# )
.
1 + 𝑜6(𝑡, 𝑡# )

We fit 𝑘 to minimize the objective function:
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&

𝑑& 𝑘
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The first term in the objective function encourages accuracy, while the second term regularizes
the solution by encouraging a kernel that changes smoothly with time. We enforced 𝑘(𝑡 − 𝑡+ ) =
1 for 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡+ , reflecting the assumption that stimulation cannot have acausal effects. We enforced
𝑘(𝑡 − 𝑡+ ) = 1 for 𝑡 − 𝑡+ > 1000, reflecting both the assumption that stimulation likely has
negligible impact after one second, and the practical reality that we lack sufficient data to
meaningfully constrain a very long kernel. In practice, fitting typically returned values of 𝑘(0)
and 𝑘(1000) near unity even if not enforced. The constant 𝛼 was set to 𝑁𝑀/100, where 𝑁 and
𝑀 are the number of values of 𝑡 and 𝑡+ for which we measured 𝑃+&56 (𝑡, 𝑡+ ). In practice, the value
of 𝛼 had a very modest impact on the shape of the resulting kernel.
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Statistical tests
Standard statistical tests – most often paired t-tests – are used when appropriate, as indicated in
the Results. The relevant degrees of freedom (number of trials, stimulation sites, conditions)
differs by comparison and is given either as the test is described, or in the Results section
documenting the numbers of stimulated sites and stimulated trials. Bootstrap (resampling)
methods were used in a number of instances to estimate the statistical reliability of estimated
quantities (see next section).
Evaluating fit quality
Fit quality was quantified in in terms of 𝑅# : the proportion of variance in ∆𝑃+&56 (𝑡, 𝑡+ ) accounted
for by the model prediction. We checked for overfitting by redrawing data (across sites) 1000
times and verifying that the resulting kernel remained similar. This approach was used for
analyses inquiring about the statistical reliability of results across stimulation sites and allowed
plotting of standard errors on our estimate of the kernel.
We also used a bootstrap procedure to ask what the range of kernels would look like, due to
sampling error across trials, if there were no effect of stimulation. For each of 100 repetitions, we
replaced the initiation time on each stimulated trial with the initiation time on a randomly drawn
unstimulated trial, selected to have sufficient time post-target (delay plus RT) that stimulation at
the relevant time could have been delivered. We then analyzed the data as usual and fit the
model. The mean and standard deviation of the resulting kernels indicates the range of kernels
expected by chance.
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The above approaches address the issue of over-fitting. The converse concern is potentially
larger: the measured 𝑅# may underestimate fit quality given sampling error in the estimate of
∆𝑃+&56 (𝑡, 𝑡+ ). To estimate a rough upper limit on how well a good model should fit, we asked
how well redrawn data would ‘fit’ the original data. We generated surrogate datasets by
redrawing with replacement from all recorded trials, preserving the number of stimulated and
non-stimulated trials. We then calculated the 𝑅# between the observed data and each of 1000
surrogate datasets and calculated the mean and 95% confidence intervals for the resulting
distribution. For infinite trials this rough upper limit would be unity. For the empirical data, the
upper limit ranged from ~0.8-0.95 depending on the monkey and context.
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Chapter 3 Independent Generation of Sequence Elements by Motor
Cortex
May 1st: The dropping out of recognition of the separate movements is also progressing
quite noticeably. I now write several words sometimes, without getting my attention at all
on any of the separate movements.
May 9th: I should guess that I made about half the movements this morning without
attention to the individual movements. They go by groups and there is no separate
recognition.
May 11th: There is a distinctly noticeable improvement now in handling the keyboard. I
write connectedly, taking pieces of words, whole-words, and phrases without attention to
individual movements.
June 6th: In introspecting now again on the mental content during the writing, I was
surprised to see how far removed the writing was from that of attending to individual
movements… In trying to attend to the individual movements purposefully, I found that
they were altogether too fast to follow.
June 22nd: For the last several days I have again made a special effort to introspect on just
how I did the writing, with the result that I found it harder now than before to say anything
at all about it… There is now so little attention on the fingers, the moves enter
consciousness so little that in the introspection I am practically trying to find something
that is not there… The rate is altogether too fast to allow thinking of each movement
separately in any terms.
- Subject Y, on his subjective experience of learning to type
William Frederick Book
“The Psychology of Skill” (1908)

This chapter was published as (Zimnik and Churchland, 2021)
Rapid execution of motor sequences is believed to depend upon fusing movement elements into
cohesive units that are executed holistically. We sought to determine the contribution of primary
motor and dorsal premotor cortex to this ability. Monkeys performed highly practiced two-reach
sequences, interleaved with matched reaches performed alone or separated by a delay. We
partitioned neural population activity into components pertaining to preparation, initiation, and
execution. The hypothesis that movement elements fuse makes specific predictions regarding all
three forms of activity. We observed none of these predicted effects. Rapid two-reach sequences
involved the same set of neural events as individual reaches but with preparation for the second
reach occurring as the first was in flight. Thus, at the level of dorsal premotor and primary motor
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cortex, skillfully executing a rapid sequence depends not on fusing elements, but on the ability to
perform two key processes at the same time.
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Introduction
Decades of research have documented the events within motor cortex that accompany a
voluntary movement. But what is ‘a movement’? The answer is unambiguous for a discrete
behavior such as a reach. The subject begins at rest, moves, then returns to rest. ‘A movement’ is
the action between periods of quiescence. But how does this conception extend to other
behaviors? For example, how many movements are used to enter a four-digit bank code? If
button presses are separated by considerable time, it seems reasonable to assume they are
generated individually. Conversely, when a well-learned sequence is executed rapidly, it seems
likely to be generated as a unified whole.
There is indeed considerable evidence that temporal separation between sequence elements
relates to how that sequence is internally produced (Rosenbaum et al., 1983; Sakai et al., 2003;
Abrahamse et al., 2013). When practiced in a specific order, the time between elements becomes
minimal, and they are said to form a functional unit: a ‘motor chunk’ (Sakai et al., 2003;
Abrahamse et al., 2013; Ramkumar et al., 2016). Chunk formation occurs spontaneously during
long sequences, yielding subsets of swiftly executed elements with longer separations between
subsets (Verwey, 1996; Sakai et al., 2003). A specific chunk structure can be encouraged by
manipulating the delay between elements (Stadler, 1993; Verwey, 1996). Thus, a tendency to
chunk facilitates rapid execution, and the need for rapid execution induces chunking.
The neural and computational basis of this phenomenon is less clear. Is chunking a ‘cognitive’
skill, relating to how actions are recalled and conveyed to downstream motor areas (Wong et al.,
2015; Krakauer et al., 2019)? Or is chunking a motor skill, in which motor areas generate,
holistically, actions that were originally generated separately? Studies of motor cortex report
‘sequence selectivity’: responses that reflect whether an action is performed within a sequence
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(Hatsopoulos et al., 2003; Ben-Shaul et al., 2004; Lu and Ashe, 2005) (although see (Yokoi and
Diedrichsen, 2019)). Sequence selectivity concurs with the hypothesis that chunking is a motor
phenomenon, with chunks executed differently from their component elements.
Yet sequence selectivity may arise for other reasons. Most simply, muscle activity can reflect
whether an action is performed within a sequence. More subtly, sequence selectivity could result
from overlapping execution- and preparation-related activity. If one element is prepared as the
previous element is completing, a ‘new’ activity pattern, not observed during execution of any
single element, will be produced. For these reasons, one wishes to compare neural activity not to
a null hypothesis (identical responses regardless of whether an element occurs within a
sequence) but to predictions made by competing hypotheses. One hypothesis is that rapid
sequence production does not depend on anything ‘new’ at the level of motor cortex but simply
reflects independent preparation and execution of each element. We refer to this as the
independent strategy. The competing hypothesis is that elements are prepared and executed as a
unified whole. We refer to this as the holistic strategy.
The maturing characterization of neural events during single reaches makes it possible to derive
concrete predictions from these hypotheses. Reaching involves three distinguishable neural
processes observable within primary motor and dorsal premotor cortex. The first is preparatory.
Preparatory activity reflects the identity of the pending reach (Weinrich et al., 1984; Crammond
and Kalaska, 2000; Pastor-Bernier et al., 2012) and is proposed to seed subsequent movementgenerating neural dynamics (Churchland et al., 2006b; Churchland et al., 2010; Vyas et al.,
2020a). The second is a putative ‘trigger signal’: a large change in neural state that is
independent of reach specifics (and thus produces broadly tuned responses (Moran and
Schwartz, 1999)) yet highly predictive of the moment of reach onset (Kaufman et al., 2016; Lara
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et al., 2018a; Ames et al., 2019). The third is execution-related: richly time-varying activity
(Sergio et al., 2005a; Churchland and Shenoy, 2007a) that arises ~10-20 ms before muscle
activity begins (Lara et al., 2018b). If two elements are prepared and executed independently,
each process should occur twice. If two elements are prepared and executed holistically, each
should occur once. The hypotheses also make different predictions regarding the structure of
neural activity during preparation and execution. For example, preparatory activity should reflect
only the first element under the independent hypothesis, but should reflect both elements under
the holistic hypothesis.
We recorded from motor cortex (dorsal premotor and primary motor cortex) in monkeys trained
to execute two-reach sequences. Monkeys were required to modulate the timing between
reaches, performing them either in rapid succession (compound reach) or separated by an
imposed pause (delayed double-reach). As expected, the imposed pause produced clearly
independent preparation and execution: the prepare-trigger-execute motif was observed twice.
Unexpectedly, independent preparation and execution persisted during compound reaches. This
was true even though the full sequence was known in advance, had been practiced tens of
thousands of times, and unfolded so swiftly that muscle activity for the for the second reach
began as the first ended. Neural responses revealed how this rapid pace was possible: preparation
for the second reach occurred during execution of the first, yet did not disrupt ongoing execution.
Thus, at the level of motor cortex, skilled performance depends not on fusing elements, but upon
the ability to swiftly prepare one element while executing another.
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Figure 3.1 Task structure
A. Mean hand paths for all single reach conditions and a subset of compound reach conditions. Left panel: single
reaches. Middle panel: three compound reaches that began with a reach to the bottom-right target. Right panel: three
compound reaches that began with a reach to the bottom-left target. B. Trial timing. All conditions employed a
variable instructed delay period. Delayed double-reaches employed an instructed pause between reaches, the
duration of which was indicated during the initial instructed delay. Compound reaches had no instructed pause and
monkeys reached for the second target immediately after the first was touched. C. Mean hand speed for all single
reach (black) and compound reach (grey) conditions. Traces are grouped according to the location of the first target.
Every target location served as the first target for at least one compound reach condition; some were used for three.
Averages were calculated across all trials and recording sessions. Data are for monkey B. Circles indicate the time of
reach onset. D. Same as C but for Monkey H. Every target location served as the first target for two or three
compound reach conditions.
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Results
Task and Behavior
We trained two rhesus macaques (monkeys B and H) to perform a modified delayed-reach task
(Fig. 3.1A,B). All trials began with a randomized (0-1000 ms) instructed delay period. Each trial
required the monkey to make either a single reach, two reaches separated by an instructed pause
(delayed double-reach), or two reaches with no pause between them (compound reach). All
information was given during the instructed delay. Target color indicated reach order, and a
salient visual cue indicated whether a pause was required. For monkey H, the pause between
delayed double-reaches was always 600 ms. For monkey B, it was variable: 100, 300, or 600 ms
(the last is used for most analyses). Representative hand trajectories are shown (Fig. 3.1A) for all
single reaches, three compound reaches that began down-and-right, and three compound reaches
that began down-and-left (Extended Data Fig. 1 shows all compound-reach trajectories).
Compound reaches were performed briskly; the hand stayed on the first target only briefly before
moving to the second. Median dwell times on the first target were 119 ms (monkey B) and 137
ms (monkey H). Median duration for the full two-reach sequence was 561 ms (monkey B) and
645 ms (monkey H). This rapid pace resulted from extensive training over months, with each
sequence performed tens of thousands of times. This pace exceeds that in other motor sequence
tasks performed by non-human primates, where dwell times are typically >200 ms (Ben-Shaul et
al., 2004; Lu and Ashe, 2005; Matsuzaka et al., 2007).
To enable comparisons at the neural level, every compound reach condition shared the same first
target with a matched single-reach condition. Ideally the reaches themselves (not just target
locations) should be well-matched. This was indeed the case. Reach-speed profiles (Fig. 3.1C,D)
were very similar for single reaches (black) and the first reach of compound reaches (gray);
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correlations were 0.99 ± 0.002 (mean ± standard deviation across conditions, monkey B) and
0.98 ± 0.03 (monkey H). The most noticeable difference was that the first reach of a compound
reach tended to be slightly faster than the corresponding single reach, by 3 ± 2.8% and 3 ± 9.4%
(monkey B and H, change in peak velocity, mean and standard deviation across conditions). We
also examined the activity of the major upper-arm and shoulder muscles (Fig. 2a and
Supplementary Fig. 1 show two such recordings). Muscle activity began changing ~100 ms
before reach onset (circles). During the subsequent 275 ms, muscle activity was similar during
compound reaches and single reaches to the same target (gray and black traces overlap). Mean
correlations were 0.93 ± 0.15 and 0.93 ± 0.15 (monkey B and H, mean and standard deviation
across muscles and conditions). Comparing compound reaches with matched single reaches,
muscle activity magnitude was, on average, slightly lower for monkey B (2 ± 15%) and slightly
higher for monkey H (8 ± 22%). Thus, behavior approached the desired ideal: an identical first
reach regardless of a second reach. The match was even closer when comparing delayed doublereaches with single reaches, both for velocity (r = 0.99 ± 0.0004 and 0.99 ± 0.001 monkey B and
H) and muscle activity (average r = 0.98 ± 0.05 and 0.99 ± 0.05).
Compound and delayed double-reaches would ideally have identical muscle activity during
second reaches, yet this cannot be perfectly achieved. During compound reaches there is no
pause in muscle activity – the second reach is generated while activity is still in flux after the
first. Consistent with this, second-reach muscle activity was strongly but imperfectly correlated
between compound and delayed double-reaches: r = 0.90 ± 0.16 and 0.83 ± 0.25 (monkey B and
H, mean and standard deviation across muscles and conditions).
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Basic Properties of Neural Responses
We recorded well-isolated single neurons and high-quality multi-unit isolations (227 and 587
units from monkey B and H) from the arm region of motor cortex (dorsal premotor cortex and
surface primary motor cortex, Supplementary Fig. 3.2) using 32-channel linear-array electrodes.
Many units exhibited sequence selectivity (Kettner et al., 1996; Ben-Shaul et al., 2004; Lu and
Ashe, 2005). Comparing delay-period activity before matched single versus compound reaches,
11% and 24% of recorded units (monkey B and H) showed significantly different responses
during at least one pair of conditions (p < 0.001, Wilcox rank-sum test, adjusted for 10 and 16
comparisons for monkey B and H). These percentages grew when comparing movement-epoch
activity: to 39% and 59% (when considering time-averaged activity) or 79% and 95% (when
considering the full temporal pattern; see Methods).
Such differences are potentially consistent with a holistic strategy, which requires that an
individual reach be generated ‘differently’ when part of a sequence. Yet the mere presence of
significant differences does not discriminate between independent and holistic strategies. Small,
but potentially significant, differences are likely unavoidable given that muscle activity also
differs slightly. Furthermore, movement-epoch sequence selectivity is potentially expected even
under the independent hypothesis: overlap of preparation for the second reach with execution of
the first would create a ‘new’ pattern of activity not observed during any single reach. Thus,
distinguishing between holistic and independent strategies requires testing more specific
predictions.
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Fig. 3.2 Potential strategies for generating compound reaches.
A. Mean EMG for single (black) and compound (grey) reach conditions. Data are from the anterior deltoid of
Monkey B. Traces are grouped according to the location of the first target. Circles indicate the time of reach onset
minus 100 ms (the approximate latency between EMG onset and reach onset). The vertical scaling of the traces is
arbitrary but consistent across all traces. During compound reaches, EMG evolved continuously throughout the full
sequence; there was no pause or plateau between reaches. B. Illustration of the holistic strategy. Under the holistic
strategy, compound reaches are produced as single movements, which require only a single pattern of preparatory
activity and a single trigger signal. C. Illustration of the independent strategy. Under the independent strategy,
compound reaches are generated by preparation, triggering, and execution occurring twice in succession.
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Derivation of Predictions
Specific predictions are possible because of extensive prior characterization of neural activity in
primary motor and premotor cortex during single reaches (for reviews see (Wise, 1985; Kalaska
et al., 1997; Scott, 2008; Vyas et al., 2020a)). Reach generation is proposed to be subserved by
neural dynamics reflecting three distinct processes: preparation, triggering, and execution
(Sussillo et al., 2015; Lara et al., 2018b). Preparatory activity, typically observed during an
instructed delay, has long been hypothesized to be a necessary precursor of voluntary movement
(Weinrich et al., 1984; Crammond and Kalaska, 2000). Importantly, preparatory activity also
occurs without an instructed delay (Crammond and Kalaska, 2000; Lara et al., 2018b; Ames et
al., 2019) and can develop rapidly (Lara et al., 2018b). Preparatory activity is proposed to seed
execution-related activity and thus specify the identity of the upcoming reach. The transition
from preparatory to execution-related activity coincides with a large condition-invariant change
in the neural state, proposed to reflect movement-triggering input (Kaufman et al., 2016; Dacre
et al., 2019; Sauerbrei et al., 2020).
This paradigm makes it possible to concretely specify competing hypotheses and derive their
predictions. Under the holistic strategy (Fig. 3.2B), both elements of a compound reach are
produced cohesively as a single movement. An appropriate preparatory state is established, a
trigger signal arrives, and execution-related dynamics generate activity that produces a
continuous pattern of muscle activity. Under the independent strategy (Fig. 3.2C), a compound
reach is simply two distinct movements, prepared and executed sequentially. The first is
prepared, triggered, and executed as if it were a single reach. Shortly thereafter, these three
stages occur a second time. Continuous muscle activity results from the concatenated output.
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The holistic and independent hypotheses yield three mutually exclusive predictions. First,
preparatory activity should occur once for the holistic strategy and twice for the independent
strategy. Second, under the holistic strategy, preparatory activity before a compound reach
should differ from that before a corresponding single reach. In contrast, the independent strategy
predicts that preparatory activity will be similar, because only the first reach is initially prepared.
Third, the holistic strategy predicts a single trigger-related event. The independent strategy
predicts each reach will be preceded by its own trigger-related event.
While it is hoped that observations will consistently obey all the predictions of one hypothesis, it
is also possible for results to be mixed or fail to follow any of the above predictions. Thus,
evaluating these predictions provides not only a test of the two hypotheses, but of the paradigm
itself. Partly for this reason, our task also included delayed double-reaches as a reference. The
imposed pause between the two reaches, instructed during the initial delay, should dissuade the
use of a holistic strategy. Delayed double-reaches thus afford an opportunity to confirm the
predictions of the independent strategy when it is likely to be used. This provides a foundation
for asking what occurs when there is no pause and the holistic strategy becomes viable.
Single-Neuron Activity
The above predictions must be tested at the population level because most neurons exhibit mixed
preparation-related, triggering-related, and execution-related activity. Yet a small percentage of
neurons displayed nearly ‘pure’ preparatory activity, allowing some tentative exploration.
Consider the response illustrated in Figure 3.3A. For single-reach conditions, delay-period
activity is strongly selective. Selectivity collapses as muscle activity emerges. This pattern held
across all conditions (Extended Data Fig. 3.2) but for simplicity is shown for two target locations
that each served as the first reach for three different compound / delayed double-reaches. This
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neuron’s response is consistent with participation in preparatory, but not execution-related
processes. This interpretation is supported by responses during delayed double-reaches (Fig.
3.3B), where one expects the independent strategy: the first reach should be prepared during the
initial instructed delay, and the second should be prepared during the imposed 600 ms pause.
Consistent with expectations, this neuron was selectively active during the initial instructed
delay, largely silent during the first movement, and active again during the pause (Fig. 3.3B).
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Fig. 3.3 Single-neuron responses
A. Activity of one neuron, recorded from monkey B during single reaches to bottom-right (red) and bottom-left
(blue) targets. Envelopes around individual traces correspond to the standard error of the mean (n > 28 trials for all
traces from this neuron). Thin traces at bottom plot the activity of the posterior deltoid. Circles indicate the time of
target onset (t), reach onset (r), and reach end (e). All traces are trial-averages of data that have been aligned twice:
once to target onset and once to reach onset. See Methods for a complete description of data pre-processing. B.
Response of the same neuron and muscle during delayed double-reach conditions. Monkey B performed six such
conditions, all of which are shown. For monkey B, delayed double-reaches used fewer combinations than compound
reaches, to allow multiple inter-reach pause durations while maintaining reasonable trial-counts. C. Response of the
same neuron and muscle during compound reaches. Trace color corresponds to the direction of the first reach.
Monkey B performed ten compound reach conditions, but for illustration only those with corresponding delayed
double-reach conditions are shown. Data for all conditions is plotted in Extended Data Fig. 3.2. D. Activity of one
neuron, recorded from monkey H during single reaches. Same format as A (n > 19 trials for all traces from this
neuron) Thin traces at bottom plot the activity of the trapezius. E. Activity of the same neuron and muscle during
delayed double-reaches (same format as B). F. Activity of the same neuron and muscle during compound reaches.
Responses during all tested conditions are plotted in Extended Data Fig. 3.3A.
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Compound reaches were executed so rapidly that the two epochs of muscle activity fused (Fig.
3.3C, bottom). However, the neuron’s response did not shift to the pattern predicted by the
holistic strategy. That hypothesis predicts that preparatory activity during the instructed delay
should reflect the full two-reach sequence, and thus differ from the preparatory activity before
single reaches. Instead, compound reaches that began in the same way shared similar delayperiod firing rates. Furthermore, the neuron was active not only before the first reach, but again
before second-reach onset, suggesting a second bout of preparation. More broadly, the response
pattern during compound reaches (Fig. 3.3C) resembled that during delayed double-reaches (Fig.
3.3B) but with a much earlier second peak. Indeed, the compound-reach response lay on a
continuum with responses during delayed double-reaches of different pause durations (Extended
Data Fig. 3.2). These observations suggest that the independent strategy, employed during
delayed double-reaches, continues to be employed during compound reaches.
Of course, little can be concluded from the response of one neuron; its response could be
unrepresentative, and it allows examination of a minority of predictions. A challenge when
considering all neurons is that most are active during both preparation and execution. Responses
are typically complex even during single reaches (Fig. 3.3D) and more so during delayed doublereaches (Fig. 3.3E) and compound reaches (Fig. 3.3F). When considering all conditions, most
neurons have bafflingly complex responses (Extended Data Fig. 3.3) making it impossible to
draw conclusions via inspection. Testing the competing predictions of the independent and
holistic strategies therefore requires leveraging population-level analyses.
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Fig. 3.4 Time-course of activity in preparatory dimensions.
A. Projection of population activity, during single reaches, onto the first preparatory dimension. Data are from
monkey B. Unlike in Fig. 3.3, data are shown for all conditions. Vertical scaling is arbitrary and conserved across
panels. Circles indicate the time of target onset (t), reach onset (r), and reach end (e). B. The same projection for
delayed double-reaches. C. The same projection for compound reaches. Note that monkey B performed four fewer
600 ms delay double-reach conditions than compound reach conditions. D. Preparatory subspace occupancy (for all
20 dimensions) during single-reach conditions. Shaded regions indicate the standard deviation of the sampling error
(equivalent to the standard error of the mean) estimated by resampling individual units (n = 1000 resampled populations). Because occupancy is a measure of normalized firing rates, the units are arbitrary. E. Preparatory subspace
occupancy during delayed double-reaches. F. Preparatory subspace occupancy during compound reaches. G. Same
as F, but preparatory dimensions were found using an expanded range of times that included activity during the brief
dwell-period between compound reaches. H-J. Same as A-C but for monkey H. Note that monkey H performed
more two-reach conditions than monkey B. K-N. Same as D-G but for monkey H. Occupancy just prior to the
second reach in compound reach conditions (F,M) was significantly greater than the occupancy during the same time
period of single reaches for both monkeys (p < 0.001 for both monkeys via a bootstrap procedure; see Methods).

Time-course of Preparatory Activity
Preparatory and execution-related signals were recently shown to be separable via projection
onto orthogonal dimensions (Elsayed et al., 2016; Lara et al., 2018b). Identifying those dimensions
requires leveraging task epochs where preparation occurs without execution and vice versa. In
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our task, there is no movement during the instructed delay or during the pause between delayed
double-reaches. Yet the pending reach is presumably prepared at these times. Conversely,
execution is (by definition) occurring during single reaches, each delayed double-reach, and the
final reach of compound reaches – times when preparation is unlikely because there is no
immediately pending movement. We used activity from these epochs to define 20 preparatory
and 20 execution dimensions. This approach carries a caveat: dimensions optimized to capture
preparation before one set of reaches (e.g., slow reaches) may sub-optimally capture preparation
before different reaches (e.g., fast reaches). Our preparatory dimensions were optimized to
capture preparation for single reaches and the second delayed double reach. None of these
reaches are identical, at the level of muscle activity, to the second compound reach (though the
latter comes close). Thus, preparatory dimensions may not perfectly capture any preparation
before second compound reaches. This limitation is acceptable if one is conservative when
interpreting measures of variance captured.
Projecting population data onto the first preparatory dimension (Fig. 3.4A-C) yields a response
similar to a single-neuron PSTH (with greater symmetry due to mean-centering during
preprocessing, Methods). This resemblance is expected: the patterns captured by these
dimensions are building blocks of single-neuron responses. For example, the first preparatory
dimension was the primary contributor to the response of the example neuron in Fig. 3.3A-C. As
expected, during delayed double-reaches, activity obeyed predictions of the independent strategy
(Fig. 3.4B). There were two bouts of strong selectivity: one before each reach. Activity before
the first reach was similar to that before the corresponding single reach. Red traces cluster
together and resemble the response before a single down-and-right reach. Blue traces cluster
together and resemble the response before a single down-and-left reach. During the second bout
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of preparation, the order of the traces largely inverts, in agreement with the physical reversal of
the reach (when the first was rightwards, the second had a leftwards component).
During compound reaches, activity in the first preparatory dimension (Fig. 3.4C) obeyed
predictions of the independent strategy and violated predictions of the holistic strategy. There
were two bouts of preparatory subspace activity. The first occurred during the instructed delay,
and the second peaked just as the first reach ended. There was no evidence that the first bout of
preparation reflected the two-reach sequence. The ten traces in Fig. 3.4C are color-coded by
first-reach identity. The pattern of preparatory activity before the first reach was nearly identical
to that before single reaches (Fig 3.4A).
More broadly, the pattern of activity in this dimension during compound reaches was very
similar to that during delayed double-reaches, with the exception of timing. For delayed doublereaches, the second bout of preparation occurred when the hand was stationary during the
imposed pause. For compound reaches, the second bout of preparation occurred essentially
contiguously with the decline of the first bout, and developed while the hand was in flight.
Because monkey B performed delayed double-reaches with multiple instructed pauses, we could
ask whether activity during compound reaches lay on a continuum with those conditions. This
was indeed the case (Extended Data Fig. 3.4). Thus, activity in the first preparatory dimension
was consistent with the hypothesis that, during compound reaches, only the first reach is
prepared during the instructed delay period and the second reach is then prepared as the hand is
in flight.
To assess activity across all preparatory dimensions, we computed preparatory subspace
occupancy: the across-condition variance of the neural state. For single-reach conditions (Fig.
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3.4D) the preparatory subspace was occupied during the instructed delay but not during the reach
(Elsayed et al., 2016; Lara et al., 2018b; Ames et al., 2019). For delayed double-reaches (Fig.
3.4E; Extended Data Fig. 3.4G,H,I), the preparatory subspace was occupied twice, once before
each reach. This continued to be true for compound reaches (Fig. 3.4F), consistent with the
results observed above. For compound reaches, the second peak was smaller than the first. This
might seem to suggest that the second bout of preparation is weaker. However, a smaller second
peak is expected for technical reasons. To be conservative, activity before the second compound
reach was not used when optimizing preparatory dimensions (see above). If one allows
optimization to include that epoch, the two peaks are of comparable size (Fig. 3.4G, Extended
Data Fig. 35).
Results were similar for monkey H (Fig. 3.4H-N). Compound reaches involved two bouts of
preparation (Fig. 3.4J,M,N). During the first bout, selectivity matched that before single reaches
and before delayed double-reaches (compare order of colored traces across panels H-J).
Patterns of Preparatory Activity
The analysis above indicates that delay-period activity before compound reaches is similar to
that before corresponding single reaches. To quantitatively assess similarity, we considered the
pattern of preparatory subspace activity 120 ms before first-reach onset. This time corresponds to
when preparatory activity is hypothesized to influence execution-related activity(Lara et al.,
2018b) and is approximately when it reaches peak strength. In the top two preparatory
dimensions, the pattern of neural states resembled the spatial layout of the reach targets (Fig.
3.5A,B). This was true even though preparatory activity is not a literal representation of target
location (Churchland et al., 2010). For compound reaches (circles) preparatory states clustered
according to first-reach identity. For example, blue circles correspond to three compound reaches
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that all begin with a down-and-left reach. These cluster near the state before a single down-andleft reach (blue triangle), despite involving dissimilar second reaches. Across the top five
preparatory dimensions and all conditions, the location of the preparatory state before a
compound reach was always similar to that before the corresponding single reach (Fig. 3.5C,D; r
= 0.96 for both monkeys; p < 0.0001 for both). Subsequent patterns of first-reach executionrelated activity were also very similar (r = 0.91 and 0.93, monkey B and H, p < 0.0001 for both;
Extended Data Fig. 3.6).
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Fig. 3.5 Patterns of preparatory activity
A. Projections of population activity, just before first-reach onset, onto the top two preparatory dimensions. Triangles represent single reach conditions. Circles represent compound reach conditions. Marker colors indicate
first-reach direction. Data are from monkey B. B. Same as A but for monkey H. Monkey H performed more
compound reach conditions than monkey B. C. Comparison of preparatory activity, before first-reach onset, between
compound and single reaches. Each circle plots the location of activity before one compound reach versus that for
the corresponding single reach. Each such comparison yields five datapoints, one for each of the top five preparatory
dimensions. Dashed line indicates unity slope. Data are for monkey B. Arrows on each inset indicate when preparatory subspace activity was assessed, 120 ms before reach onset. Results were virtually identical when we used times
earlier in the delay: the correlation was ρ = 0.96 regardless of whether preparatory activity was assessed 120 ms, 220
ms, or 320 ms prior to reach onset (p<0.0001 in each case). D. same as C but for Monkey H. Again, results were
insensitive to the exact time when preparatory activity was assessed: ρ = 0.96, 0.97 and 0.95 for the three times
(p<0.0001 in each case). E. Comparison of preparatory activity, prior to the second reach, between compound
reaches and matched delayed double-reaches. Arrows on each inset indicate when preparatory subspace activity was
assessed. F. same as E but for monkey H.

These results are consistent with the independent strategy, which hypothesizes that only the first
reach is prepared during the instructed delay. Although preparatory activity before single and
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compound reaches was not identical (correlations were 0.96, not unity) it was as similar as could
be expected given that the reaches themselves were not truly identical (muscle-activity
correlations were 0.93, see above). The similarity of preparatory patterns would not be expected
under the holistic strategy, which predicts that preparatory activity, before the first reach, should
take into account the full sequence. A related prediction of the holistic strategy is that the ability
to predict preparatory activity, from the parameters of the first reach alone, should be
compromised for compound reaches. Instead, preparatory activity was equally well-predicted
from first-reach muscle activity for single and compound reaches (Extended Data Fig. 3.7).
The above analysis focused on the top five dimensions because each of the additional fifteen
captured, on its own, little variance. Results were nearly identical when extended to all twenty
preparatory dimensions: r = 0.92 and 0.92 for both monkeys (p < 0.0001 for both). Because
these dimensions capture the majority of response variance, what holds in that subspace should
hold for individual neurons (with the caveat that single-neuron measurements will be noisier).
This was indeed the case. The distribution of correlations had a mode near one, and correlations
asymptotically approached unity as a function of the strength of preparatory tuning (Extended
Data Fig. 3.8).
Under the independent strategy, not only should compound reaches involve two bouts of
preparation, the second bout should reflect the second reach much as if it were performed in
isolation. Put differently, it should matter little whether second-reach preparation occurs with the
hand stationary or still in flight. This prediction can be tested because muscle activity was fairly
similar (though not identical) during the second half of compound and delayed double-reaches.
The independent hypothesis thus predicts considerable similarity between the corresponding
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preparatory states. This was indeed the case (Fig. 3.5E,F; r = 0.96 and 0.90, monkeys B and H, p
< 0.0001, both monkeys).
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Fig. 3.6 Evolution of the condition-invariant signal.
A. Top: Projections of population activity from all single-reach conditions onto one condition-invariant dimension
(the second, which best captured the rapid rise). The colored region of each trace highlights peri-reach activity (from
150 ms before reach onset until 150 ms before reach end). Circles indicate the time of target onset (t), reach onset
(r), and reach end (e). Bottom: State-space projections of the same activity onto two condition-invariant dimensions.
Because the projection is similar for all conditions, the average is shown to simplify presentation. As above, trace
color highlights peri-reach activity. Arrows indicate the temporal evolution of activity. B. Same as A but for delayed
double-reaches. The two colored regions indicate peri-reach activity for the two reaches. C. Same as B but for
compound reaches. D-F. Same as A-C but for monkey H.

Trigger-Related Signals
The dominant aspect of the motor cortex response is a ‘condition invariant signal’ (CIS) that
begins ~150 ms before reach onset and is highly predictive of the moment of reach onset
(Kaufman et al., 2016; Lara et al., 2018a). A similar CIS occurs in recurrent networks trained to
produce reach-related muscle activity (Sussillo et al., 2015), and relates to the triggering of
output-generating dynamics. In agreement, the dominant response component in mouse motor
cortex during reaching depends upon thalamic inputs, whose silencing interrupts execution
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(Dacre et al., 2019; Sauerbrei et al., 2020). Under the assumption that the CIS relates to
movement triggering, there should be a monophasic CIS if compound reaches are generated
holistically and a biphasic CIS if they are generated sequentially.
We identified two condition-independent (CI) dimensions where activity was time-varying but
largely independent of reach direction (88% and 82% condition-invariant structure, monkey B
and H). We first consider the projection onto one such dimension (Fig 6., top sub-panels).
During single reaches there was a large change in the neural state beginning ~150 ms before
reach onset and peaking around reach onset (Fig. 3.6A,D). There were two peaks during delayed
double-reaches (Fig. 3.6B,E) and also during compound reaches (Fig. 3.6C,F).
In prior studies(Kaufman et al., 2016; Lara et al., 2018a), state-space visualizations employed one
CIS dimension, with the other dimensions capturing condition-specific structure. Here, to
concentrate on CIS-related predictions, we employ a state-space spanned by both CI dimensions
and plot a single condition-averaged trajectory (colored trajectory segments indicate peri-reach
times). Activity in the CIS dimensions returns, after a reach, close to its location before the reach
(Fig. 3.6A,D). This forms a loop, but should not be interpreted as reflecting the rotational
dynamics that describe condition-specific activity (Churchland et al., 2012; Sussillo et al., 2015);
those dynamics unfold in dimensions orthogonal to those shown here. During single reaches
(Fig. 3.6A,D) the looping CIS trajectory was traversed once. There were two loops during
delayed double-reaches (Fig 3.6B,E). Because there was time for the trajectory to relax to
baseline between reaches, the second loop simply began from the same region as the first.
During compound reaches, the trajectory also displayed two loops (Fig 3.6C,F), with the second
loop beginning before the first had fully relaxed. This timing lay on a continuum with that
observed for delayed double-reaches with different pause durations (Extended Data Fig. 3.9).
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M1 and PMd Both Obey Predictions of the Independent Strategy
Might there be anatomical differences not revealed by the above analyses? Might PMd obey the
predictions of the holistic strategy while M1 obeys the predictions of the independent strategy?
For monkey B, recordings spanned a considerable rostro-caudal range, allowing us to divide
neurons into rostral and caudal populations, enriched with PMd units and M1 units, respectively.
Both populations unambiguously obeyed the predictions of the independent strategy (Extended
Data Fig. 3.10). The most notable difference was expected: relatively weaker preparatory activity
in the caudal population (Riehle and Requin, 1993; Crammond and Kalaska, 2000).
An RNN that Generates Compound Reaches
The empirical results universally agreed with the predictions of the independent hypothesis. We
found this surprising. Not only did we expect that motor cortex would holistically generate
compound reaches, it seemed implausible that it could do otherwise. Given the rapid pace of
execution, the independent strategy requires that preparation for the second reach occur during
execution of the first. That overlap has some precedent: preparatory and execution-related
activity overlap during reach initiation (the former wanes as the latter emerges (Lara et al.,
2018b)) and also during corrections (Ames et al., 2019). However, in these cases the proposed
purpose of preparatory activity is a near-immediate impact on execution-related activity. This
accords with the proposal that a mechanistic purpose of preparatory activity is to seed executionrelated activity (Churchland et al., 2006b; Churchland et al., 2010; Churchland et al., 2012). How
can preparatory activity do so for the second reach without disrupting the ongoing first reach?
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Fig. 3.7 A recurrent network trained to generate reach sequences
A. On each trial, the network was required to produce two ‘blocks’ of output (purple traces), each consisting of the
empirical reach-related activity of six muscles (only three of which are plotted for clarity). Muscle activity was
recorded from monkey B. The network received both a three-dimensional condition-specific ‘preparatory’ input
(light gray traces) and a one-dimensional condition-invariant go cue (dark gray trace). On this example trial, the
network was required to produce the two blocks of output (two ‘reaches’) with a long pause between. B. Example
trial where the inputs required the network to produce a ‘compound reach’: two blocks of output with no pause
between them. C. Projections of network activity onto the first preparatory dimension. Each trace plots activity for
one of 36 compound reaches. Preparatory and execution dimensions were found using the same method applied to
the neural data. D. Projections of network activity onto the first execution dimension. E. Impact of perturbations
(brief pulses) applied to the inputs that normally convey preparatory signals. Each subpanel plots the target (purple)
and actual (black dashed) output. Three (of six) output dimensions are shown for simplicity. Arrows indicate the
time when the perturbation was delivered. Same time-scale as A and B. F. Top: Impact of perturbations on network
output as a function of perturbation time. Mean squared error (between normal and actual network output) was
calculated over a 200 ms window beginning at perturbation onset. Shaded region indicates the range into which 95%
of effects fell (n = 1000 perturbations). Bottom: same but for the impact on activity in the execution dimensions.

To address this question, we trained a recurrent neural network to produce patterns of reachrelated muscle activity (Fig. 3.7). As in Sussillo et al. (Sussillo et al., 2015), the network received
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two input types. The first was a three-dimensional preparatory input specifying reach identity
(light gray traces). The second was a condition-independent ‘go cue’ (dark gray trace) which
prompted the network to produce the muscle-activity pattern for that reach (purple traces). We
trained the network to generate two reaches on each trial, driven by two bouts of preparatory
inputs and two go cues. Go-cue separation was variable and could be relatively long (Fig. 3.7A)
or as short as 300 ms (Fig. 3.7B). In the latter case, the second set of preparatory inputs arrived
while the network was still generating muscle activity for the first reach.
By design, the network had to employ the independent strategy – the second reach was not
specified until the arrival of the second preparatory input. We expected this scenario might be
challenging and that the network might fail or adopt an idiosyncratic strategy. In fact, the
network readily produced the target muscle-activity patterns (R2 > 0.99) even for short go-cue
separations. Projections of network activity onto preparatory and execution dimensions (Fig.
3.7C,D) revealed that the second bout of preparatory activity did indeed overlap with executionrelated activity for the first reach. Despite that overlap, the first-reach output was generated just
as it would have been without a second reach.
To determine how the network accomplished this, we employed brief input pulses that
transiently perturbed activity in the preparatory dimensions. Because preparatory dimensions are
‘muscle-null’, their influence on the output occurs via the rest of the network and is amenable to
modulation. Perturbations allowed us to probe at what times, relative to the go cue, preparatory
activity influenced network output. Perturbations coinciding with the go cue disrupted network
output (Fig. 3.7E, middle) while earlier or later perturbations had no effect. As a result, the
influence of preparatory activity on network output was restricted to a narrow window around
the go cue (Fig. 3.7F). Critically, that influence was negligible by ~80 ms after the go cue (Fig.
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3.7F, top), as was any impact on execution-related dimensions (Fig. 3.7F, bottom). Thus, not
only is preparatory activity muscle-null, it is ‘dynamically-null’ (Duncker et al., 2017) except
during a brief window opened by the go cue. This allowed the network to develop preparatory
activity, appropriate for the second reach, while the first reach was still being generated.
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Fig. 3.8 Similarities between motor cortical activity and network activity.
A. Summary of motor cortical activity during delayed double-reach conditions. Although preparatory-, triggering-,
and execution-related signals are mixed at the level of single neurons (top) these signals occur in orthogonal
dimensions. Before each reach, preparatory dimensions are the first to become occupied (light blue trace). Preparatory occupancy falls ~150 ms before reach onset. At approximately the same time, a condition-invariant signal
(violet trace) occurs and occupancy of execution dimensions (dark purple trace) increases. This same pattern is
repeated prior to the second reach. Vertical scale is arbitrary but is preserved in panel C. B. A similar sequence of
events occurred in the network, which was trained to produce the empirical patterns of muscle activity from monkey
B. The most notable difference between motor cortex and the network is the shape of the temporal envelope of
preparatory occupancy. For the network, this results from the envelope of the network inputs; a more realistic pattern
could be produced simply by altering that envelope, with essentially no change in network output. C. During
compound reaches, motor cortex displayed the same sequence of events as during delayed double-reaches, but with
the second instance of the prepare-trigger-execute motif occurring soon after the first. D. Similarly, the network
produced compound reaches via the same sequence of events that produced delayed double-reaches.

Many of the basic features of the empirical data were replicated by the network model. Like
empirical neurons (Fig. 3.8A), model units exhibited complex responses with mixed preparation93

related and execution-related activity (Fig. 3.8B). Despite such mixing, preparatory and
execution-related activity in the model occupied orthogonal subspaces, making it possible to plot
projections that captured nearly pure preparatory (Fig. 3.7C) or execution-related (Fig. 3.7D)
activity. Such orthogonality is noteworthy because it is a consistent feature of empirical data, but
is not typically observed in networks trained to produce only single reaches (Sussillo et al., 2015;
Elsayed et al., 2016). For both data and model, a given reach involved a stereotyped set of events:

preparatory-subspace occupancy increased, a CIS developed, and execution occupancy
immediately followed. These events were consistent with the independent strategy, both when
reaches were temporally separated (Fig. 3.8A,B) and when they occurred in rapid succession
(Fig. 3.8C,D).
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Discussion
The Independent Strategy Can Produce Rapid Movement Sequences
Motor sequences have been studied for over one hundred years(Book, 1908), yet the contribution
of low-level computations has remained unclear. Does a rapidly unfolding motor sequence
require individual elements to be fused into larger cohesive units? Or can motor cortex leverage
a unified strategy to generate sequences at different paces?
In our task, compound reaches potentially appeared to be holistically generated at the level of the
muscles: muscle activity formed one continuous pattern spanning the full compound reach.
Nevertheless, motor cortical activity revealed that component reaches were prepared and
executed independently. Thus, rapid execution of compound reaches depends not on generating
the sequence holistically, but on the ability to rapidly and accurately achieve the correct
preparatory state for the next reach while the current reach is still underway. Practice presumably
facilitates skillful sequence production by promoting this rapid and accurate preparation(Ariani
and Diedrichsen, 2019) and by allowing an individual to learn the subtle ways in which the
muscle activity required for a given movement may depend on the state of the plant following
the previous movement.
Our results accord with the conclusion that practice-related improvements in sequence
performance derive from factors other than fusing movement elements (Wong et al., 2015). Yet
neither our results, nor those behavioral results, imply that it is impossible to holistically generate
a multi-element movement. Indeed, an RNN will readily implement a holistic strategy if trained
to do so (data not shown). Our goal was not to determine whether the holistic strategy is
possible, but whether a holistic strategy is essential to the rapid production of motor sequences.
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Based on our findings, it is clear that a holistic strategy is not necessary for motor cortex to
generate rapid sequences, nor does it emerge from extensive practice.
Reconciling the Independent Strategy with Sequence Selectivity
Multiple studies (Hatsopoulos et al., 2003; Ben-Shaul et al., 2004; Lu and Ashe, 2005), have
found motor and premotor cortex neurons with sequence selectivity. Yet a recent fMRI
study(Yokoi and Diedrichsen, 2019) found that the M1 BOLD signal does not show evidence of
sequence-specific activity. The greater prevalence of sequence selectivity in single-neuron
responses likely has two sources. First, with sufficient trial counts, responses will inevitably
show significant differences between movements performed alone versus within a sequence,
simply because behavior cannot be perfectly matched. Second, electrophysiology studies defined
‘sequence selectivity’ broadly: any response that depends upon the presence or identity of the
next movement. Such dependence will be common when preparation and execution overlap. In
(Yokoi and Diedrichsen, 2019), ‘sequence encoding’ was defined as a departure from the linear
sum of activity during constituent movements. A linear sum more accurately captures
expectations under the independent strategy. The lack of sequence selectivity in (Yokoi and
Diedrichsen, 2019) thus agrees with our findings; overlapping preparation and execution would
not (assuming linearity) produce sequence selectivity under that stricter definition.
Extending the Prepare-Trigger-Execute Model
The prepare-trigger-execute paradigm was developed in the context of single reaches and how
they could be generated by networks with strong dynamics arising from intra-area recurrence,
between-area recurrence, and/or sensory feedback. This framework was not guaranteed to
generalize to more complicated behavior. The data could have agreed with some predictions of
one hypothesis and some of the other, or with neither, indicating that the paradigm must be
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reevaluated. Instead, the data invariably obeyed the predictions of the independent strategy.
These results serve not only to support one hypothesis and reject the other, but also to
demonstrate the utility of the paradigm used to couch the hypotheses and generate the
predictions.
Our results also help extend the prepare-trigger-execute paradigm. Preparation has historically
been considered a time-consuming process (Rosenbaum, 1980; Riehle and Requin, 1993;
Churchland et al., 2006b) and thus to contribute to the longer time between sequence elements at
chunk boundaries (Verwey, 1996). This made it reasonable to assume that minimizing temporal
separation required a holistic strategy. Yet preparation can be remarkably swift for wellpracticed movements (Haith et al., 2016; Lara et al., 2018b). The present results confirm this
swiftness, and illustrate that preparation can overlap execution without interference. Given this,
preparation need not prevent one movement from following another with zero latency, or even
negative latency, as has been proposed to occur during corrective movements (Flash and Henis,
1991).
Relatedly, Ames et al. (Ames et al., 2019) found that preparatory dimensions become occupied
during movement when a jumping target required an immediate correction, and Stavisky et al.
(Stavisky et al., 2017) found that the response to an unexpected visual perturbation occurs first in
an output-null space before flowing into an output-potent space. In both these situations, the
presumed goal of preparatory-subspace activity was to immediately impact motor output. The
present findings show that it is also possible for the preparatory subspace to be occupied without
altering an ongoing movement. This presumably depends upon the orthogonality of preparation
and execution-related dimensions. Such orthogonality naturally appeared when we pushed
networks at a pace that required preparation and execution to overlap, providing a possible
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explanation for a consistent feature of the empirical population response. Additionally, the
orthogonality of preparatory and execution dimensions may relate to optimal control of
preparatory activity (Kao et al., 2020).
Generating Sequences of Actions
The use of the independent strategy by motor cortex implies that sequence generation requires
close coordination between motor cortex, which produces low-level motor commands, and
upstream regions, which specify the identity and timing of each individual action. Prior work
suggests that upstream computations are distributed across a range of cortical (Picard and Strick,
1997; Tanji, 2001; Yokoi and Diedrichsen, 2019) and subcortical (Jin et al., 2014; Kornysheva et
al., 2019) areas. The nature of those computations remains an open question. Under competitive
queuing models, each element is encoded simultaneously prior to sequence initiation, with order
determined by the relative strength of each element’s representation (Averbeck et al., 2002;
Kornysheva et al., 2019). Alternatively, sequences (or long, continuous actions) could be guided
by time-evolving trajectories through neural state-space (Botvinick and Plaut, 2004). It is
plausible that both strategies are used but by different brain areas.
Although skillfully and rapidly performing a sequence does not depend on a holistic strategy at
the level of motor cortex, there are cases where skilled action depends on replacing elements
with a new movement (Ramkumar et al., 2016). For example, when learning to sign their name,
a person transitions from writing each letter deliberately to producing the entire signature in
fewer, smoother strokes. Of course, the shape of individual letters changes throughout this
process, as do the patterns of muscle activity that produce them. There is thus an important
distinction between learning to more rapidly link elements (but preserving the elements
themselves) and replacing one set of actions with an entirely new one that serves a similar high98

level goal but is otherwise a different movement (Tanji, 2001). The former can be driven by an
independent strategy while latter requires a holistic strategy by definition.
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Methods
Subjects and Task
Subjects were two adult, male macaques (monkeys B and H, Macaca mulatta, 15 and 9 years old,
respectively). Animal protocols were approved by the Columbia University Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee (AC-AAAM2550). Experiments were controlled and data collected under computer
control (Speedgoat Real-time Target Machine). During experiments, monkeys sat in a customized chair
with the head restrained via a surgical implant. Stimuli were displayed on an LCD monitor in front of the
monkey, and a tube dispensed juice rewards. The left arm was comfortably restrained, and the task was
performed with the right arm.
Hand position was monitored using an infrared optical system (Polaris; Northern Digital) to track (~0.3
mm precision) a reflective bead temporarily affixed to the third and fourth digits. Each trial began when
the monkey touched and held a central touch-point. After holding for 400-600 ms (randomized) targets
appeared – one for single reach conditions and two for delayed double-reach and compound reach
conditions. There were six possible target locations, arranged radially 140 mm from the touch-point.
Targets were round and had to be hit with within 25 mm of their center. A condition was defined by
target location(s) and whether success required a single reach, a delayed double-reach, or a compound
reach. Conditions were interleaved using a block-randomized design. Within a block of trials, each
condition was presented once. The order of the conditions within a block was random.
For single reach conditions, a 20 mm diameter green target appeared at one of the six locations. After a
variable delay period (0-1000 ms), the target doubled in size and the central touch point disappeared.
These events served as salient go cue, instructing the monkey to reach. Reaches were successful if they
were initiated 100-500 ms after the go cue, lasted <500 ms, and stayed on the target for 600 ms with
minimal hand motion. These requirements were conserved across all conditions.
For compound reach conditions, two targets appeared simultaneously. Target color indicated the first
(green) and second (blue) targets. After a variable delay period (0-1000 ms) both targets grew in size
and the touch point disappeared, providing the go cue. The monkey then captured the first target and
was immediately given a juice reward. After capturing the second target (and holding for 600 ms) the
monkey was given a second juice reward. During compound reach conditions, we encouraged the
monkey to capture the second target as quickly as possible after capturing the first. We used a speed
threshold (70 mm/sec, roughly 5% of peak velocity) to determine when the first target was captured. As
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soon as hand velocity fell below this threshold, the second target began to shrink rapidly, such that it
disappeared (and the trial was aborted) after 350 ms. Shrinking stopped when the second reach began,
providing incentive to do so quickly. In practice, monkeys reached considerably faster than required,
with a median pause between reaches of 119 ms (monkey B) and 137 ms (monkey H).
Delayed double-reach and compound reach conditions began similarly, with both targets displayed
simultaneously. The key difference was that, for delayed double-reaches, the first target was colored
green only in its center (the rest was white). The diameter of the green center indicated the duration of
the imposed pause between reaches. Diameters of 8 mm, 14 mm, and 18 mm indicated pauses of 600
ms, 300 ms, and 100 ms. The imposed pause began when the hand reached the first target. At that
moment, the green center began to grow at a constant rate. The monkey’s hand was required to remain
within the target with minimal movement until the target was all green. Immediately after becoming all
green, the first target disappeared and the second target instantly grew in size, indicating that the
monkey was now permitted to reach towards the second target. A successful second reach required
initiation within 500 ms (<100 ms reaction times were allowed here, as the time of the second go cue
was predictable) and then holding the final target for 600 ms. Reward was delivered after both the end
of the pause between reaches and at the end of the final hold period.
Compound reaches involved one of sixteen two-reach combinations. Ideally, all of these would also have
been performed as delayed double reaches, each at multiple pause durations. To maintain reasonable
trial-counts we employed a compromise. Monkey B experienced three pause durations (600, 300 and
100 ms) but only six delayed double-reach combinations. Monkey H experienced only a 600 ms pause
duration, and performed sixteen delayed double-reach combinations.

Neural and Muscle Recordings
After initial training, we performed sterile surgery to implant a head restraint and cylindrical recording
chamber, positioned to give access to the arm area of dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) and primary motor
cortex (M1). Recordings were performed in the left hemisphere. Chamber positioning was guided by
structural magnetic resonance imaging prior to implantation. We used intra-cortical microstimulation to
confirm that recordings were from the forelimb region of motor cortex (biphasic pulses, cathodal
leading, 250 ms pulse width delivered at 333 Hz for a total duration of 50 ms). Microstimulation typically
evoked contractions of the shoulder and upper-arm muscles, with current thresholds between 20µA200µA, depending on location and stimulation depth (a wide range of current thresholds is expected, as
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we recorded in both M1 and PMd and from a variety of depths). We recorded single-neuron responses
using one or more 32-channel linear-array electrodes (S-probes; Plexon) lowered into cortex using a
motorized microdrive (Narishige International). Neural signals were amplified, filtered, and saved using
Blackrock Microsystems hardware, Neural Signal Processor (Blackrock Microsystems), and Central Suite
(Blackrock Microsystems). Spikes were either sorted offline by hand (Plexon Offline Sorter) or
automatically using KiloSort(Pachitariu et al., 2016). Spike clusters found by KiloSort were manually
curated (Phy Template-gui software; Kwik Team). No attempt was made to screen for any response
property. Across all recorded neurons, the average minimum trial-count per condition was ~20 trials.
As is typical when recording simultaneously using multi-electrode and/or multi-contact arrays, we
included both well-isolated single-units and ‘good’ multi-unit isolations. Good multi-unit isolations were
defined as isolations with clear spike waveforms that could be individually detected (e.g., not simple
threshold crossings) but where those waveforms likely came from more than one neuron and could not
be consistently separated. We repeated – with identical results – key analyses using only those
isolations judged to be true single units (Supplementary Fig. 3). This is expected given recent
results(Trautmann et al., 2019).
Units were excluded from all analyses if they exhibited either very low mean rates across all times,
conditions, and trials (< 2 sp/s) or a low signal-to-noise ratio (< 2.5). The latter was calculated as the
ratio of the unit’s dynamic range (range of the across-trial mean firing rate, calculated across all times
and conditions) to the maximum standard error of the across-trial firing rate (maximum taken across all
times and conditions). These thresholds were set prior to performing any analysis and excluded 11% and
13% of all recorded units for monkey B and monkey H, respectively.
In dedicated sessions, we recorded electromyogram (EMG) activity using intramuscular electrodes from
the following muscles: trapezius, anterior, lateral, and posterior head of the deltoid, lateral head of the
biceps, pectoralis, and brachialis. EMG signals were bandpass filtered (50-5kHz), digitized at 30 kHz,
rectified, and smoothed with a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation 25 ms.

Data Pre-Processing
Photodetectors (Thorlabs) were used to synchronize commands from the behavioral control software
with the 60 Hz refresh rate of the display, such that the timing of visual events was known with 1 ms
accuracy. Hand position was sampled at 60 Hz. For analysis on a one millisecond timescale, values were
interpolated and filtered. For analysis, movement onset and offset were estimated offline based on
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hand speed. Movement onset (for each reach) was defined as the time that hand speed first surpassed
5% of the peak speed for that reach. Similarly, movement end was defined as the time when hand speed
first dropped below 5% of the peak reach speed.
In order to provide a clear view of preparatory activity during the instructed delay period, all analyses
only included trials with instructed delays >500 ms. The spike data on each trial were aligned to both
target onset and the onset of the first reach, concatenated, then smoothed with a 25 ms Gaussian
kernel. Concatenation occurred 350 ms prior to the onset of the first reach (i.e., 550 ms after target
onset). This procedure yielded, on each trial, a continuous (but noisy) estimate of firing rate as a
function of time. Trial-averaging was used to obtain an accurate estimate of firing rates prior to further
analysis. Trial-averaging requires a common time-base for all trials whose rates are averaged. We
achieved this by adjusting the time-base of each trial. This was always done within a set of conditions
that shared a temporal task structure (e.g., all compound reaches). Within such a set, timing was very
similar but not identical. For example, the first-reach duration and the dwell-time varied slightly across
trials. We scaled the time-base of each such that both the first-reach duration and the dwell-time
matched the median values for that set of conditions. All variables of interest (firing rate, hand speed,
EMG) were computed for each trial prior to alignment. Thus, alignment never alters the magnitude of
these variables, it simply modifies slightly when they occur. Using an alternative alignment procedure
that did not involve rescaling – concatenating data after aligning to target onset, first reach onset, and
second reach onset – produced very similar results.

Identifying Preparatory and Execution Dimensions
As in previous work (Churchland et al., 2012; Lara et al., 2018b) we employed two additional
preprocessing steps prior to dimensionality reduction. First, we soft-normalized each neuron’s firing
rate. The normalization factor was equal to that neuron’s firing rate range plus five spikes/s. This
encouraged dimensionality reduction to capture the responses of all neurons, rather than just high
firing-rate neurons. Second, within each set of conditions of the same duration (e.g., single reaches,
compound reaches) we mean-centered the firing rate of each neuron, so that its average rate (across
conditions) was zero at all times. This step ensures that dimensionality reduction focuses on dimensions
where activity is selective across conditions. Dimensions capturing condition-invariant activity (Kaufman
et al., 2016; Lara et al., 2018a) were identified separately (see below). We employed a recently
developed dimensionality reduction approach (Elsayed et al., 2016; Lara et al., 2018b; Ames et al.,
2019), which leverages the fact that motor cortex population activity occupies nearly orthogonal
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subspaces during preparation and execution (Elsayed et al., 2016). Importantly, this remains true even
for preparatory events that occur outside an instructed delay period (Lara et al., 2018b; Ames et al.,
2019). Identifying those dimensions requires two sets of data: one where activity reflects only
preparation and another where activity reflects only execution.
Preparation-only activity was obtained using task epochs where the hand was stationary but preparation
was presumed to occur. Most basically this included a ‘delay-period’ epoch from 700 – 150 ms prior to
the onset of single reaches. We similarly employed the delay-period epoch before compound reaches
and delayed double-reaches. For the delayed double-reaches, we used trials with a 600 ms inter-reach
pause (which was experienced by both monkeys). These same trials provided an additional ‘secondreach preparatory’ epoch: 300 ms – 150 ms prior to the onset of the second reach. We included this
epoch because second reaches had trajectories that were different from first reaches (they moved from
one peripheral target to the other, rather than from the center out) and we wished preparatory
dimensions to capture preparation for both first and second reaches. To be conservative, our primary
analysis did not use a second-reach epoch before compound reaches; one of the competing hypotheses
predicted no preparatory activity at that time, and we wished to avoid any concern that our method
might ‘build it in.’
Execution-only activity was obtained from a peri-reach epoch, -50 – 500 ms relative to reach onset. We
used data only for reaches where it was unlikely that preparation overlapped execution. This included
single reaches, both reaches for delayed double-reaches with a 600 ms pause (the longest pause we
used), and the second reach of compound reaches. For all these reaches, any subsequent reach (either
second reaches or the return to the center) is some distance in the future, such that any preparation for
the next movement likely occurs after completion of the present reach.
Using activity from the above times, we constructed two matrices: P Î R N x Tprep which holds neural
activity from preparatory epochs and E Î R N x Texec which holds neural activity from execution epochs. N
is the number of recorded neurons, Tprep is the total number of times across all conditions and all
preparatory epochs as defined above, and Texec is the total number of times across all conditions and
all execution epochs as defined above. We sought a set of preparatory dimensions 𝑊*+,* that
maximally capture the variance in P, and an orthogonal set of dimensions 𝑊-.-/ that maximally capture
the variance of E. To do so, we computed covariance matrices Cprep = cov(P) and Cexec=cov(E) and
used numerical optimization to find:
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where sprep(i) is the ith singular value of Cprep and sexec(i) is the ith singular value of Cexec . Tr(·) is the
5
matrix trace operator. 𝑇𝑟c𝑊01-0
𝐶01-0 𝑊01-0 e is the variance captured, across all preparatory epochs, by
5
the preparatory dimensions. 𝑇𝑟(𝑊-.-/
𝐶-.-/ 𝑊-.-/ ) is the variance captured, across all execution epochs,

by the execution dimensions. The optimization objective is normalized (by the singular values) to make it
insensitive to differences in total preparatory versus execution variance. Using a dimensionality of 20,
𝑊01-0 and 𝑊-.-/ captured 78% and 68% of the variance in all preparatory epochs for monkey B and
monkey H, respectively and 68% and 70% of the variance in all execution epochs for monkey B and
monkey H, respectively.
Some analyses, in particular those involving visualization, involved focusing on a subset of the
dimensions within 𝑊01-0 . To do so, we found 𝑊01-0_1:;<;- , a set of dimensions spanning the same
subspace but ordered so that the first dimension captures the most variance and so forth (as for PCA).
To avoid this rotation being biased towards one type of reach, it was based on preparatory epoch
activity from an equal number of times before first versus second reaches. This encouraged the first two
dimensions to capture preparation-related activity before both first and second reaches (it did not
ensure equal variance for both, but encouraged parity if indeed preparatory activity was of similar
magnitude for both). To find 𝑊01-0_1:;<;- , we employed a 200 ms window of activity before all six single
reaches (starting 300 ms before reach onset) and a 200 ms window of activity before six delayed doublereaches (starting 300 ms before the onset of second reach) onto 𝑊01-0 , yielding a matrix Q Î R 20 x 12T,
where T was equal to 200. We performed PCA on Q, yielding a rotation matrix B Î R 20 x 20.
𝑊01-0_1:;<;- was then 𝑊01-0 B. All population analyses were performed by projecting population data
onto 𝑊01-0_1:;<;- . This rotation of the basis set was important when focusing on a subset of dimensions
(one wishes to prioritize variance captured) but had no impact on analyses that employed all dimensions
(e.g., 𝑊01-0 and 𝑊01-0_1:;<;- capture the same total variance).

Subspace Occupancy
We calculated occupancy as described in(Elsayed et al., 2016; Lara et al., 2018b). Computation of
preparatory occupancy is described below. Execution occupancy was computed analogously. For a given
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time t and condition F, the projection of the population response onto the preparatory dimensions is:
𝑥 01-0 (𝑡, 𝜙) = 𝑊01-0_1:;<;- 𝒓(𝑡, 𝜙), where 𝒓(𝑡, 𝜙) is a vector containing the response of each neuron for
time 𝑡 and condition 𝜙. To measure subspace occupancy, we calculated:
&!
01-0

𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦01-0 (𝑡) = 9 𝑣𝑎𝑟= :𝑥>

(𝑡, 𝜙);

>78
01-0

Where 𝑣𝑎𝑟= indicates taking the variance across conditions and 𝑥>

is the kth element of 𝑥 01-0 .

Predicting Preparatory Activity from Early EMG
We employed a linear model:
𝑃 = 𝐵𝐸1-?@/-?
Where P is a low-dimensional matrix of preparatory activity (P Î R C x Kprep, where C is the number of
conditions and KPrep is the number of preparatory dimension) and Ereduced is a low-dimensional
representation of muscle activity. Ereduced was found by using PCA to approximate a C x MT matrix of
trial-averaged EMG (where M and T represent the number of muscles and number of time points,
respectively) as the product of two matrices: a C x KEMG matrix of ‘scores’ (Ereduced) and a KEMG x MT matrix
of principal components, where KEMG is the number of EMG dimensions. B was found via ridge
regression and performance was assessed using generalization R2 (leave-one-out cross-validation). For
each held-out condition, a single model was fit, using single, delayed-double, and compound reach
conditions.
We chose KEMG, KPrep, and the tuning parameter for the regression (l) by optimizing LOOCV performance
on single and delayed-double reach conditions only. We then used these parameters to predict
compound reach preparatory activity. For monkey B, KEMG = 3, KPrep = 9, and l = 2, and for monkey H,
KEMG = 5, KPrep = 9, and l = 1.1.

Identifying Trigger Dimensions
We used dPCA (Brendel W et al., 2011; Kobak et al., 2016) to identify neural dimensions where activity
varies primarily with time and not condition(Kaufman et al., 2016). dPCA was applied to a matrix of firing
rates, A Î R CT x N , where N is the number of neurons, C is the number of conditions, and T is the
number of time-points per condition. The data in A was taken from a 300 ms window centered on reach
onset. Data was included for all of the reaches from single-, compound-, and delayed double-reach-
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conditions – i.e., all reach directions and reach types. dPCA leverages labels assigned to each row of A
that identify the condition and time. dPCA seeks a matrix WdPCA Î R N x k, where k is specified (we chose

k to be 8), that produces a projection X = AWdPCA. Each column of WdPCA is a dimension and each
column of X is thus a projection of the population response onto that dimension. Like PCA, dPCA
5
optimizes dimensions to capture variance, such that 𝐴 » 𝑋𝑊?ABC
. Unlike PCA, dPCA further optimizes

WdPCA such that each column of X covaries strongly with only one label (i.e., time or condition). Our
analysis of the condition-invariant signal employed those columns where activity varied primarily with
time. We observed very similar results if compound reach conditions were omitted when finding WdPCA.

Training a Recurrent Neural Network to Generate Sequences of EMG
To determine whether a recurrent neural network (RNN) could readily use the independent strategy, we
trained an RNN to reproduce the empirical patterns of muscle activity, largely following the procedure
outlined in(Sussillo et al., 2015). We used a network with dynamics:
𝒙(𝑡 + 1, 𝑐) = 𝑓(𝐴𝒙(𝑡, 𝑐) + 𝐵𝒖(𝑐) + 𝒃1-/@11-D; + 𝒘(𝑡, 𝑐))
where x is the network state for time t and condition c. The function f was a hyperbolic tangent linking
each unit’s inputs to its firing rate, Ax captures the influence of network activity on itself via connection
weights A, Bu represents the external inputs, 𝒃1-/@11-D; is a vector of offset biases, and the random
vector w ~ N(0,swI ) adds a small amount of noise. We set sw to be 5x10-4. Network output was:
𝒚(𝑡, 𝑐) = 𝐶𝒙(𝑡, 𝑐) + 𝒃1-<?:@;
The parameters A, B, C, 𝒃1-/@11-D; , and 𝒃1-<?:@; were optimized to minimize a loss function based on
output error: the difference between y and a target, 𝒚;<1E . 𝒚;<1E was based upon EMG recorded from
six muscles during the six single-reach conditions. We created 36 idealized ‘conditions’ – each a tworeach combination – that the network had to perform. Each condition was generated by concatenating
muscle activity from two reaches, separated by an interval where target output was 0. On each ‘trial’ the
network performed one condition, with a random duration of that interval (0 – 600 ms). Thus, the model
was asked to produce six-dimensional muscle activity for all 36 possible two-reach combinations, and to
do so across a wide range of inter-reach pauses.
The loss function optimized during training was:
8
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The first term is the error between the network output and the target. All other terms serve to
regularize the network solution. The second and third terms penalize large recurrent and output
weights, respectively. The fourth term penalizes large firing rates, and the final term discourages
complex dynamics(Sussillo et al., 2015):
5,H
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This final term was not essential. Without it, networks still employed a similar solutions (i.e. placing
preparatory, triggering, and execution activity in largely orthogonal sets of dimensions). However, as in
(Sussillo et al., 2015), regularization in general and the inclusion of RJ in particular encouraged network
solutions that resembled those observed empirically. Regularization coefficients were chosen to be: lA
= 10-7, lC = 10-7, lx = 10-8, and lJ = 5 x 10-5. The RNN was composed of 100 units, received 3
condition-specific inputs, and a single condition-independent ‘go cue’. In order to ensure that the
network was truly producing an output in response to the go cue (and not implicitly time-locking to the
start of simulation) we used a variable delay between condition-specific input onset and go cue onset;
this delay varied randomly between 200 and 600 ms. The matrices A, B, and C were initialized as
random orthonormal matrices, and the network was trained using TensorFlow’s Adam optimizer within
a Jupyter Notebook.
We probed the function of trained networks using disruptive pulses delivered around the time of the go
cue. Each pulse was delivered via the network inputs for 30 ms and was a scaled version of the input for
one of the off-target reach directions. For example, if the network was originally instructed to generate
a rightwards reach, the disruptive pulse was a scaled version of the input for one of the five other reach
directions. The magnitude of each pulse was between 0.5 and 3 times that of the condition-specific
input used to train the network. Each time-point in Fig.3.7f was probed 1000 times.

Statistics
No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample sizes, but our samples sizes are similar to
those reported in previous publications (Churchland et al., 2012; Lara et al., 2018b; Ames et al., 2019).
Data collection and analysis were not performed blind to the conditions of the experiments.
We defined sequence selectivity in the traditional way: responses that were statistically different when
a reach was part of a sequence versus performed alone. First reaches provided the most natural
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comparison, as they were physically similar when performed alone versus as part of a sequence. We
thus asked whether activity before and during first reaches differed between the single-reach and
compound-reach conditions. We computed the average firing rate on each trial during two epochs: the
delay period and an ‘execution-epoch’ spanning the first reach. A Wilcox rank-sum test was used to ask
whether, for each epoch, these differed for single versus compound reaches. For the execution epoch,
we employed a second comparison that avoids the concern that differences might be missed when
averaging across time-points. We compared, at each millisecond, firing-rates for single versus compound
reaches, and took the average absolute difference. This was summed across conditions, yielding one
comparison per neuron. We used a resampling test to determine if the summed difference was greater
than expected given trial-to-trial variability. Resampling was performed by pooling all single and
compound reach trials, and drawing two new ‘conditions’ (sampling with replacement). Differences
were considered significant at the 0.001 level if the true difference was greater than 1000 resampled
differences.
For analyses of occupancy, we employed a resampling procedure to estimate sampling error. We
created 1000 surrogate neural populations by redrawing, with replacement, neurons from the original
population. For each, we computed the preparatory dimensions and subspace occupancy, yielding a
distribution of occupancies. That distribution was used to compute error bars and assess statistical
significance. To determine whether preparatory subspace occupancy during the first compound reach
was significantly higher than that during single reaches, we asked within a particular window (200 ms
window ending with the onset of the second reach), how frequently (across surrogate populations) was
preparatory occupancy higher for compound reaches than for single reaches. If compound reach
occupancy was higher in 95% of comparisons, this would yield a p-value of 0.05.
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Extended Data Fig. 3.1 Single and compound-reach conditions
A. Reach paths for single reach conditions (same as in Fig. 3.1a) for Monkey B. Paths are averaged across all trials
and sessions. B. Reach paths for all compound reach conditions performed by monkey B (a superset of those in Fig.
3.1a). Most first-target locations were used for only one compound reach condition, to maintain a reasonable
trial-counts. This was necessary because monkey B performed delayed double-reach conditions using three instructed pauses, which added to the total number of conditions performed. For similar reasons, delayed double-reach
conditions employed a subset of the two-target combinations (those in red and blue) that were employed during
compound reaches. C. Same as A, but for monkey H. For monkey H, the bottom-right and top-right targets were
shifted slightly to the right and left (respectively) compared to the locations used for monkey B. This shift was
necessary to prevent the animal’s arm from blocking sight of the second target during certain conditions (the two
monkeys were of different sizes and employed slightly different postures when reaching). D. Same as B, but for
monkey H. Monkey H performed a greater number of compound reach conditions than monkey B.
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Extended Data Fig. 3.2 Activity of neuron 066 (Monkey B) across all conditions.
A. Response during single-reach conditions, as in Fig. 3.3A, but for all single reaches. Circles indicate the time of
target onset (t), reach onset (r), and reach end (e). B. Response during delayed double-reaches with a 600 ms
instructed pause, as in Fig. 3.3B. C. Response during delayed double-reaches with a 300 ms instructed pause. D.
Response during delayed double-reaches with a 100 ms instructed pause. E. Response during all compound reach
conditions, as in Fig. 3.3C, but for all conditions.
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Extended Data Fig. 3.3 Responses of four exemplar motor cortex units.
A. Response of neuron 322, recorded from Monkey H. Same as in Fig. 3.3D-F, but for all single reaches and all
two-reach combinations. Circles indicate the time of target onset (t), reach onset (r), and reach end (e). B-D.
Responses of three additional example units. As is typical, these units are active during both the delay and execution-epochs of single reaches. It is thus difficult to determine via inspection whether there is a second bout of
preparation during compound reaches.
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Extended Data Fig. 3.4 Time-course of activity in preparatory dimensions during all
conditions, monkey B.
Same as in Fig. 3.4A-F, but with the addition of data for delayed double-reaches with 300 and 100 ms pauses. A.
Same data shown in Fig. 3.4A: projections of population activity during single reach conditions onto the first
preparatory dimension. Circles indicate the time of target onset (t), reach onset (r), and reach end (e). B-D, Activity
in the first preparatory dimension during delayed double-reach conditions an instructed pause of 600 ms (B), 300 ms
(C) and 100 ms (D). E. Activity in the first preparatory dimension during compound reach conditions, as in Fig.
3.4C. F. Occupancy of all 20 preparatory dimensions during single reach conditions. This panel plots the same data
shown in Fig. 3.4D. Shaded regions indicate the standard deviation of the sampling error estimated by resampling
individual units (n = 1000 resampled populations) . G-I. Occupancy of preparatory dimensions during delayed
double-reach conditions with an instructed pause of 600 ms (G), 300 ms (H) and 100 ms (I). J. Occupancy of
preparatory dimensions during compound reach conditions, as in Fig. 3.4F.
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Extended Data Fig. 3.5 Defining the preparatory dimensions using all preparatory
epochs.
Same analysis as in Fig. 3.4D,E,F,K,L,M, but identification of dimensions employed an epoch of dwell-period
activity from compound reach conditions (activity within a 40 ms window beginning 140 ms before the onset of the
second reach) in addition to the epochs contributed by single and delayed-double reaches. A. Occupancy (of 20
preparatory dimensions) during single reaches for monkey B. Circles indicate the time of target onset (t), reach onset
(r), and reach end (e). Shaded regions indicate the standard deviation of the sampling error estimated by resampling
individual units (n = 1000 resampled populations). B. Occupancy of the same preparatory dimensions during
delayed double-reaches. C. Occupancy of the same preparatory dimensions during compound reaches. This panel
plots the same data shown in Fig. 3.4G. D-F. Same as A-C, but for monkey H.
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Extended Data Fig. 3.6 Patterns of execution-related activity
Analysis is similar to that in Fig. 3.5, but was applied to activity during movement. A. Comparison between single
and compound reaches. Each marker plots the activity (in 1 of 10 execution dimensions, at a single point in time) for
a pair of conditions that share a first reach. Because execution activity (unlike preparatory activity) is strongly
time-varying, we include activity from 4 time points (50 ms intervals, starting 25 ms before reach onset). Data are
from monkey B. B. same but for monkey H.
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Extended Data Fig. 3.7 The ability to predict preparatory activity from first-reach
muscle activity does not differ for compound reaches, relative to single and delayed
double-reaches.
The holistic hypothesis predicts that preparatory activity, during the instructed delay, should reflect the full
compound reach. If so, it should not be readily predicted from the characteristics of the first reach alone. We thus
asked whether the ability to predict preparatory activity from first-reach muscle activity was reduced for compound
reaches. We used dimensionality reduction to summarize muscle activity via a small number of variables, and used
these as regressors to predict the low-dimensional preparatory state (see Methods for full details). Prediction
performance was quantified using cross-validation. A. Results for monkey B. Gray circles plot leave-one-out
cross-validation performance for each individual condition. Red circles and error bars show the median and the
median absolute deviation. Performance for compound reach conditions was not significantly lower than that for
single and delayed-double reach conditions. Indeed it was slightly higher. Median R2 = 0.92 and 0.95 for single/delayed-double and compound reach conditions, respectively (p = 0.92, Mann-Whitney one-tailed test; n = 12 and 10).
B. Same as A, but for monkey H. Performance for compound reach conditions was not significantly lower than that
for single and delayed-double reach conditions. Median R2 = 0.97 and 0.95 for single/delayed-double and compound
reach conditions, respectively (p = 0.07, Mann-Whitney one-tailed test; n = 22 and 16).
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Extended Data Fig. 3.8 Individual-unit delay-period activity is similar before
compound reaches and corresponding single reaches.
A. The trial-averaged firing rate of each unit, for each condition, was calculated during a 100 ms window, beginning
170 ms prior to reach onset. For each recorded unit, we then correlated the firing rates before compound reaches
with those before corresponding single reaches. A unity correlation indicates that firing rates depended only on the
identity of the first reach. A correlation less than unit could indicate either the influence of the second reach (as
proposed by the holistic hypothesis) or the influence of measurement noise. The latter is relevant because many
units had weak-to-modest ‘preparatory tuning’ (the range of firing rates across conditions), making strong correlations unlikely given measurement noise. We thus plotted the correlation versus the strength of preparatory tuning.
Each light grey marker represents an individual unit. To improve visibility, marker size increases with tuning
strength. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval of the correlation for each unit, calculated by resampling
individual trials with replacement (n=1000 resampled populations). The correlation between the delay-period
activity of single and compound reaches increases sharply with tuning strength (red trace) and plateaued near unity,
consistent with the independent hypothesis. Data were fit with a hyperbolic tangent with a single free parameter that
determined the slope of the function. Data are for monkey B. B. Distribution of correlations for all individual units
from monkey B (median ρ = 0.77). C. Same but for units with stronger preparatory tuning (top tertile; median ρ =
0.94). D-F. Same as A-C, but for monkey H. Median ρ was 0.74 and 0.90 for the two distributions.
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Extended Data Fig. 3.9 Activity within condition-invariant dimensions during all
conditions, monkey B.
Same as in Fig. 3.6A-C, but with the addition of data for delayed double-reaches with 300 and 100 ms pauses. The
added analyses are in panels C and H (300 ms pause) and D and I (100 ms pause). The other panels are reproduced
from Fig. 3.6. Traces are colored to highlight peri-reach activity. Circles indicate the time of target onset (t), reach
onset (r), and reach end (e). The pattern displayed by the condition-invariant signal, during compound reaches (E
and J) lay on a continuum with the pattern during delayed double-reaches (B-I).
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Extended Data Fig. 3.10 Both PMd and M1 populations obey the predictions of the
independent hypothesis.
A,B. Same analysis as Fig. 3.4D-F, performed for units recorded from rostral (A) and caudal (B) burr-holes of
monkey B (n = 138 and 89, respectively). Shaded regions indicate the standard deviation of the sampling error
estimated by resampling individual units (n = 1000 resampled populations). Circles indicate the time of target onset
(t), reach onset (r), and reach end (e). C,D. Same analysis as Fig. 3.5C (ρ = 0.97 and 0.89, respectively). E.F. Same
analysis as Fig. 3.6A-C. A notable quantitative difference is that delay-period activity was stronger (relative to
movement-epoch activity) for the rostral subpopulation. This indicates that the two subpopulations likely made
differently sized contributions to the preparatory and execution-related dimensions in the original analysis of the full
population. This was indeed the case. Preparatory weights for caudal units were modestly smaller (69% on average)
than those of rostral units. Conversely, execution weights for the rostral units were modestly smaller (79%) than
those of caudal units.
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Supplementary Fig. 3.1 Additional example EMG.
Mean EMG for single (black) and compound (grey) reach conditions, Monkey H. Circles indicate the time of reach
onset minus 100 ms (the approximate latency between EMG onset and reach onset). The vertical scaling of the
traces is arbitrary but consistent across all traces.
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Supplementary Fig. 3.2 Recording locations
A. Location of recording chamber (grey) and recording area (purple) relative to arcuate sulcus, pre-central dimple,
and central sulcus (black, left to right). B. Same as A but for Monkey H.
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Supplementary Fig. 3.3 Populations of the best-isolated neurons obey the predictions
of the independent hypothesis.
A,B. Same analysis as Fig. 3.4D-F,K-M, performed after excluding multi-unit isolations. The restricted populations
had 100 and 375 neurons for monkeys B and H, respectively. Circles indicate the time of target onset (t), reach onset
(r), and reach end (e). C,D. Same, but for the analysis in Fig. 3.5C-D (ρ = 0.95 and 0.97, respectively). E,F. Same,
but for the analysis in Fig. 3.6.
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Chapter 4 Conclusions
Although it is easy to demonstrate the electrical activity of the brain, we are still some way
from understanding the full meaning of our records. This is mainly due to the complex
structure in which the potential changes occur…
-E.D. Adrian and G. Moruzzi
“Impulses in the Pyramidal Tract” (1939)

Understanding how the brain generates movement is a fundamental goal of neuroscience and
requires specific models of how populations of neurons within motor cortex produce patterns of
muscle activity. Over the last fifteen years, one such model has been developed to explain how
motor cortex generates simple reaches. Here, motor cortex is modelled as a recurrent network
with strong internal dynamics. Descending motor commands are the product of population-level
signals whose evolution is dictated by rotational dynamics that are largely conserved across
different reach conditions. We refer to the activity that evolves during movement as executionrelated activity. The identity of a given reach – e.g., the reach direction or speed – is determined
by the initial state of the system when these rotational dynamics emerge. This critical initial state
is set by an input and appears within motor cortex as preparatory activity. The transition from
preparatory to execution-related activity is governed by a second input, the trigger signal. Unlike
the preparatory input, which determines the identity of the upcoming movement, the trigger
signal is condition-invariant and only determines the timing of a movement.
In this dissertation, I have presented work that has extended this prepare-trigger-execute model
beyond simple reaches to more complicated movements. In Chapter 2, I explored whether the
timing of self-initiated and externally cued movements was equally susceptible to disruption via
electrical stimulation of the supplementary motor area (SMA). Prior work had suggested that the
SMA is more critical for triggering self-initiated movement, yet we found that stimulation caused
a context-invariant change in the probability of initiating a reach. In all behavioral contexts,
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stimulation caused a strong, brief reduction in the probability of moving, followed by a small,
sustained increase in the probability of moving. These results indicate that the SMA has the
capacity to influence movement timing across behavioral contexts. In Chapter 3, I investigated
how motor cortex generates rapid sequences of reaches. Under the prepare-trigger-execute
model, motor cortex could use one of two strategies to generate a sequence of two reaches. First,
motor cortex could produce both actions as a single movement, with a single pattern of
preparatory activity seeding execution-related activity that generates the entire two-reach
sequence. Alternatively, motor cortex could simply repeat the prepare-trigger-execute motif
twice, once for each action. We found incredibly clear evidence that motor cortex uses the
second strategy and is able to achieve a rapid pace by overlapping the preparatory activity for the
second reach with the ongoing execution-related activity for the first. These results highlight the
flexibility of the prepare-trigger-execute motif.
While the prepare-trigger-execute model can account for many features of motor cortical activity
during reaching, there remain many open questions involving both the production of reaches and
more complex movements. How is the trigger signal generated? During a movement sequence,
what determines which motor commands are generated as a single unit, and how is the incredibly
precise coordination between brain regions required by the independent strategy accomplished?
Reaching is a brief, discrete action, and the role of feedback is largely ignored. Can the current
model incorporate feedback responses or generalize to long, continuous movements? These
questions are briefly explored below.
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The trigger signal
In the artificial networks of Sussillo et al. (Sussillo et al., 2015) and Zimnik and Churchland
(Zimnik and Churchland, 2021), the trigger signal is simply an input that is provided to motor
cortex, yet which brain region provides this input or how the decision to trigger a movement is
made are unknown. While we demonstrated in Chapter 2 that SMA has the capacity to influence
the timing of the trigger signal across behavioral contexts, it is unclear whether these results from
affecting the trigger signal directly or from impacting activity that informs the timing of the
trigger signal. For example, the movement-delaying effects of stimulation could be due to the
disruption of preparatory activity. If an appropriate preparatory state is a prerequisite for
initializing the trigger signal, the movement would be delayed until preparatory activity could
recover from the perturbation. Of course, such a mechanism would not explain the movementpromoting effects of SMA stimulation. Interestingly, electrical stimulation of motor cortex does
not lead to an increase in the probability of moving (Vyas et al., 2020b), suggesting that the
biphasic behavioral effects of stimulation in SMA may be due to two separate mechanisms.
A series of recent studies highlight the role of thalamus in movement initiation. Sauerbrei et al.
(Sauerbrei et al., 2020) trained mice to perform single-paw reaches in response to an auditory
cue. Optogenetic inhibition of motor thalamus greatly decreased the probability that mice
performed a reach. More remarkably, Dacre et al. (Dacre et al., 2019) found that optogenetically
activating the axon terminals in cerebellar-recipient motor thalamus induced reaching
movements even in the absence of an external cue. Similarly, Inagaki et al. (Inagaki et al., 2020)
recently reported that stimulating neurons which project to thalamus from the pedunculopontine
nucleus can mimic the behavioral effects of a go cue in a directional licking task. These
optogenetic results, combined with the results from the inactivation experiments of Thaler et al.,
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(Thaler et al., 1995) raise the intriguing possibility that the trigger signal ultimately originates
from subcortical structures, but the trigger can be ‘pulled’ by activity within multiple upstream
regions.

Generating motor sequences
What determines what constitutes ‘a movement’? In our sequence task, motor cortex generated
individual actions as movements, but why was this the case? If the monkeys were first trained to
produce two-reach combinations, then subsequentially trained to generate four-reach sequences,
would motor cortex produce the two-reach sequences as single movements? This is an intriguing
possibility, which would argue that the composition of ‘a movement’ is driven by top-down
cognitive factors. Alternatively, the motor commands that are produced as a single unit by motor
cortex may be determined by low-level constraints. For example, there may be a limit on the
length of a motor command that motor cortex can produce from a single pattern of preparatory
activity. This possibility is further explored below.
Producing motor sequences via the independent strategy requires a large amount of coordination
between brain regions. Motor cortex must be fed the appropriate preparatory activity prior to
each individual action, and each trigger signal must be carefully timed such that preparatory
activity does not interact with ongoing execution-related activity prematurely. Prior work
suggests that the SMA may be responsible for providing motor cortex with preparatory activity.
SMA exhibits strong preparatory activity (Tanji et al., 1980; Tanji and Mushiake, 1996; Zimnik
et al., 2017) that often reflects multiple actions within an upcoming sequence (Tanji and Shima,
1994; Tanji, 2001; Nachev et al., 2008; Nakajima et al., 2013). If SMA does generate a holistic
representation of multiple actions, then this activity needs to be parsed into the preparatory
activity corresponding to a single action as the sequence unfolds. As a further complication, the
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preparatory activity passed to motor cortex must account for behavioral variability. For example,
if performing a two reach sequence, and the first reach undershoots the target, the pattern of
preparatory activity for the second reach will need to be adjusted to accommodate this error.
A related question is whether sequences are represented hierarchically. In a longer sequence
(e.g., a sequence composed of eight reaches), is the entire sequence represented by a single
pattern of activity within SMA? Or does activity in SMA only reflect a few upcoming actions,
and a separate upstream region, such as pre-SMA or prefrontal cortex, represent the entire
sequence? A recent fMRI study addressed this question in human subjects (Yokoi and
Diedrichsen, 2019). Subjects were trained to produce eight different sequences, each composed
of eleven key presses. The sequences were constructed of shorter elements of two or three key
presses – movement chunks – which were shared across the eight sequences. This task design
allowed the authors to look for neural representations of single key presses, movement chunks,
or the entire sequence. In agreement with the results of Chapter 3, the authors found that motor
cortex activity only reflected single finger movements. Interestingly, they also found a large
amount of overlap between chunk and sequence representations; most regions in premotor and
parietal cortex that encoded movement chunks also encoded entire sequences. These results
argue against a simple, hierarchical strategy for generating sequences. Future work, involving
single-neuron recordings from a number of brain regions rostral to motor cortex, is necessary to
determine how long movement sequences are generated.

Feedback
Well-learned, rapid reaches can be approximated as purely feedforward actions. Most of the
models of Sussillo et al. (Sussillo et al., 2015) and Zimnik and Churchland (Zimnik and
Churchland, 2021) replicated motor cortical activity without incorporating any feedback. Of
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course, feedback plays a crucial role in normal motor control (Scott, 2008; Pruszynski et al.,
2011), yet only a handful of studies have investigated the role of feedback through a dynamical
systems lens.
Responses to visual perturbations can be generated using the same motif that produces normal
reaches. Ames et al.(Ames et al., 2019) found that in a target-jump task, the same preparatory
and execution dimensions that are used to produce initial reaches are reoccupied when the
monkey is required to make mid-reach adjustments to a jumped target. This result accords with
those reported in (Zimnik and Churchland, 2021), where motor cortex was found to be able to
rapidly prepare a forthcoming reach while simultaneously generating a different movement.
More subtle corrections may flow though the preparatory space as well. Stavisky et al.(Stavisky
et al., 2017) found that when monkeys experienced a visuomotor perturbation (i.e., a cursor
controlled by the monkey’s hand was displaced from its trajectory), the earliest motor cortical
responses to this perturbation occurred in output-null dimensions. Shortly afterwards, activity
emerged in output-potent dimensions. While this study did not identify preparatory and
execution subspaces, these results are consistent with a corrective response to the perturbation
flowing first into preparatory dimensions before being translated into execution-related activity.
Motor cortex may use alternative mechanisms to generate more rapid feedback responses. Goaldirected (i.e., cortically mediated) responses to proprioceptive perturbations can occur in as little
as 50 ms (Pruszynski et al., 2011). Even with extremely rapid preparation (Lara et al., 2018b), it
seems unlikely that responses to these perturbations could be prepared and triggered so rapidly.
One possibility is that some inputs to motor cortex bypass the usual preparatory dimensions and
interact directly with execution-related activity.
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Moving beyond reaching
Reaching tasks have a number of features that make them uniquely well-suited for probing how
motor cortex generates movement. Their simplicity is not only pragmatic – monkeys can readily
learn to perform delayed reaches – it also improves the interpretability of the neural activity. For
example, preparation, triggering, and execution are much easier to characterize when these three
processes are separated in largely non-overlapping task epochs. But reaches represent only a
small subset of the types of movements we are capable of producing, and we cannot expect to
fully understand motor cortex solely through the lens of reaching tasks. Many questions about
how motor cortex functions would be better addressed with alternative tasks.
The role of preparation in more complicated movements remains an open question. Preparation
seems to be necessary in order to generate ballistic movements (Ames et al., 2014; Lara et al.,
2018b) and in reach sequences, a given pattern of preparatory activity only reflects a few
hundred milliseconds-worth of movement (Zimnik and Churchland, 2021). But what of longer
reaches? If a monkey generated a long, winding reach trajectory that evolved over multiple
seconds, would motor cortex generate this entire, long pattern of motor commands from a single
pattern of preparatory activity? Or can a single preparatory pattern only ever reflect a brief motor
command, and long continuous movements are actually composed of multiple sub-movements
(Crossman and Goodeve, 1983; Flash and Henis, 1991; Milner, 1992; Vallbo and Wessberg,
1993)? Alternatively, preparatory activity during long, continuous movements may continually
flow into motor cortex, where it is immediately transferred into an execution-space. Here, one
might expect that activity akin to the trigger signal might remain constant throughout the
duration of the movement, acting as an open gate between the inputs received from upstream
areas and the movement-producing dynamics of motor cortex.
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As our understanding of motor cortex develops, the prepare-trigger-execute model will be
supplanted by more accurate, more general models. But the framework upon which the model
was built will continue to provide a useful scaffolding for interrogating motor control.
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